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GLIDING IN BRITAIN

This survey of the post war growth of sailflying in this country portrays

the two outstanding features of the movement: its tenacious endeavour

and its fine achievement. The endeavour of the gliding clubs which,
gathering the bits left after the war, voluntarily rebuilt organisations which

now make it possible to glide anywhere in the British Isles. The endeavour
of sailplane pilots planning their effort with such care that, at the sole

expense of the energy of the atmosphere, England has been crossed in

soaring flight from south to north, west to ea-st and eaSt to west during the
last year.

Severely these performances are analysed by their authors who want
to share their experience with others, and also to achieve even better flights.

But sailflying is not only the most fascinating sport of this modern age.

It is the key to a knowledge of the atmosphere in which ma-ny otherwise

accomplished power pilots are lacking. This is born out by the study, not
only of report on accidents, but of the many occasions when loss of time
and money has been caused by the inhibitive action of the wea-ther.

In the shaVe of things to come fast jet aircraft are loobng more and

more like sailplanes and less like biplane elemen-
tary trainers. It is with satisfaction that we note

that the Services are becoming more aware of
the formative quahties of gliding and soaring.

We hope that to many of those who share
the delights of soaring flight this little book
will bring a greater understanding of its art and,

<llso, a greater knowledge of each other.

The Sailflying Press and The Editor of
GLIDING thank all those who have contrihuted

articles ;,ne! illustrations to this issue.
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Does Gliding Help In Power Flying?

by J. C. Neifan.

This is not a very difficult question,
to answer, as I see it, but it IS mon;
difficult to give factual examples. There
can be no doubt that the more man knows
about the behaviour of the air which
~upports his craft, be i,t aeroplane Qr
~lidet, the safer pilot will he be if he
takes heed of what he has learnt. And
the behaviour of air c~rrents, particularly
near the ground, is brought home to One
in a much more forcible way in gliders
than in aeroplanes. A down current
which might ditch a glider may have
hardly any noticeable effeCt on a jet
fighter which crashes through it in three
or four seconds, but ignorance of its
presence and of its possible or likely
strength might be responsible for one
more of those ever-recurring verdicts
pilot's error of judgment. I' have seen
aeroplane pilots do foolish things-and
get away with them by luck-which I am
sure they WQuld not have attempted had
they realised the risks they were runnin!!:.
I have read of plenty others who did not
get away with it.

A forced landing due to engine
failure in a single·engined aircraft is a
situation of much potential danger. It is
impossible to examine the surface of the
field to see if it is suitable. Your forced
landing technique may be perfect, but
your wheel runs into a soft patch of
ground or a hidden ditch; the aeroplane
swings or even tips up on to its nose and,
before you know what it is all about, you
and your aeroplane become unpleasant
news to the insurance under-writers and
your family. A forced landing is well
worth avoiding if you can, I mean a
genuine one, not a practice on a known
field. And so I was vtUy pleased to have
had enough soaring experience to be 01
use to me in 1935 when I was, ferrying a
British Klemm Swallow from Aberdeen to
London. The air was just sufficiently
moist and cold to give rise to a slow
accretion of ice in the induction manifold.

It got to the stage when, at full' throttle,
there was just insufficient power to keep
in level flight. I was over the Lammer
muir Hills, there was a brisk westerly
wind blowing, and I was able to maintain
my height by flying in places I thought
would have some hill lift. Then there
was a twenty mile gap between Duns and
Wooler where I gradually lost height, but
after crossing it I was ablc to soar along
the ridge of hills which was later used by
t'he Newcastle Gliding Club. Near Aln
wick I chose a really fi rst class field and
landed. Five minutes on the ground was
sufficient to melt the ice on the manifold,
and I continued my journey without
iurther trovble. My soaring knowledge
had enabled me to usc the wind and the
hills to prolong my flight some fifty miles
before being forced to land, and to do
the landing in good country instead of on
some desolate and pmbably boggy moor'
land. About five weeks later I made the
same journey in another Swallow, and
encountered the same trouble, ice in tbe
manifold reducing the power. Again I
was able to soar across the Lammermuir
hills, though this time the wind was more
south-westerly, and I had an appreciable
component of head wind to cope with.
Again I lost height apprQaching Woolec,
but was ab/eto gain the Chil'lingham
ridge. I was just thinking of making for
my favourite field when the engine gave
a gulp, swallowed the ice, and gave me
full power once more, so this time the
forced landing really was avoided, and I
continued my journey to Cramlington,
which was then the airport of Newcastle.

Another occasion when I found
gliding knowledge hdpful was when I was
demonstrating a' Flying Flea (or Pou du
Ciel). This one, the first in Scotland to
fly, was amateur-built, and, well-lets be
kind and say it was a trifle under-powered.
I could never get it much morc than three
or four hundred feet off the ground, and
even then I had to be careful which side
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0'1 trees and houses I flew. This partic·
ular day I was up at my ceiling of three
hundred odd feet when I felt a familiar
pressure on the seat, a thermal! I
whipped it round and finding the lilt
fairly widespread, opened my 'circle out
into a figure of eight pattern. In a few
r.linutes 1 was 'Somewhere in the region of
fifteen hundred feet, and the engine was
running sweetly at reduced revs. That was
the only 'flight I did in that Pou where 1
wafi really able to treat the engine
decently. Ordinarily [ had to, keep it
going neady flat out to keep airborne.

Then there was all thatlun I was
able to have up near Perth, where ] was
do:ng my 'Reserve training. I was playing
about in a Tiger Moth, practieing aero'
batics. I was pretty ropey at slow rolls,
and always lost about fivl; hundred feet
per roll. But I saw a lenticular cloud'
nearby, at about ,five thousand feet. and
made for the windward edge of it, where
I got lift which quickly brought me up
level with the cloud crest. I then did a
series of attempted slow rolls right along
the edge of the doud, finishing up, after
about six rolls, ,at five thousand feet.
This wave had enabled me to get twice
as much practice at rather less than the
same cost to the R.A.F., for I had avoided
all those long weary climbs back ,to aero'
batting height. Just for fun, I flew over
the cloud to the rear edge, al\d there
encountered extremelv turbulent air, and
a down-current against which I was unable
to climb even at full throttle.

Scotland seems to have been rather a
happy hunting ground in my case. During
the war I did a certain amount of test·
flying the're on various types, fighters,
flying boats, etc" and would frequently
1l1ake use of hill or wave lift to hasten
my ~Iimbs up to the height required for
the test. In many cases I had difficulty
in finding a piece of atmosphere devoid
of vertical currents, which I required for
doing the performance check.

The smaller and slower your aero'
plane, the more you will be affected by
lift and down'currents, and the more use
you Can make of your gliding knowledge.
But even when flying forty ton airliners

John Neilan" British silver C No. 5, /lies
as captain for Skyways on world wide
chal'ter in Skymasters, and when time
pennirs for fun with the Sur~y Gliding
Club. War-time test pilot. Total flying
hours 7 SOO. Club, Caterpillar.

one's gliding knowledge is useful, partic·
ularly in hilly districts and in circuit at
aerodromes set amongst hills. Kai Tak
aerodrome at Hon,g Kong is one such
exam plc, whcre hills varying from two
hundred feet to eighteen hund,red feet
high come right down to the perimeter
on three sides of the aerodrome. Thc
abilitY to visualise the probable air,flow in
different wind directions makes for safer
flying at such a place. Damascus, in
Syria, is another, where the runway is
parallel to and im mediately at the foot of
a ridge about twelve hl,lndred feet high,
down which a katabaric wind frequently
blows with much vigour.

A knowledge and experience of
gliding cannot help bcing an advantage
in dealing with such places, whether your
craft is an H.l? or a Braba~on.
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Native gold and diamond
goal flight

to the
a roundabout
from the Mynd
North Sea.

by David Ince.

• &IRMlI'1GI1AM

l..ftCOIJol. ~l...

The forecast for Tuesday, 9th
August, 1949, seemed to offer the very
conditions which I had been 'long await
ing: 4/8 small cumulus, developing to

, 6 000 feet, bases about 4 000 feet, wind
260 0 /25 knots at 2000 feet. Ambitiously
I declared Caister, north of Great Yar
mouth, as my goal and a few minutes
later found me airborne over the Mynd.

I was desperately anxious to get on
my way and soon the opportunity
occurred as I spiralled up to cloud base
in gentle lift, only to discover that the
turn and bank batteries were incorrectly
connected, How incredibly stupid one
can be in the air! Instead of reversing a
plug conveniently situated betwecn my
legs, I struggled with battery terminals
over my right shoulder losing cloud and
upcurrent and wasting valuable time,

Shortly afterwards at 1230 British
summer time. drifting back over Church
Stretton, I again reached cloud base at
4 700 feet. (I shall talk in heights above
sea level throu~hout). but this cloud, like
almost every other One that I was to
encounter, was most unco-operative,
Turning eastwards. speed was increased
to 65 rnl/hr and I was off.

My next cloud, a few miles south
east of Much Wenlock, looked good for
at least 7000 feet and growing ,visibly,
bUt the lift petered out 300 feet inside
and I emerged at 5 500 fcet, to find
depressing miles of clear sky ahead,

At 1250 Bridgenorth passed below
with the altimeter dropping back to 3 000
feet. In front, but tantalisingly far away,
a great' cloud street stretched eastwards
a few miles north of \Yolverhampton.
now clearly visible ahead, However, at
2 300 feet I struck gentle lift which in
crea,ed to a comiortable 8 ft/sec and
soon cumulus were popping up every
where around me,

I ow the going was easy: great
shadows lay downwind across the
countryside, now 4 000 feet below; as
I spiralled up to the base of one cloud.
and pushed on with all speed to the
next, in seemingly endless Hlcceision. the
miles reeled off behind, First Wolver
hampton at 13 IS, then Cannock, and
now Lichfield. a round speed of over
50 ml/hr, this was better than my
wildest dreams. But I was worried, that
confounded bit of sOllth in the wind was
pushing masses of decayed cloud from
Birmingham across my track and edging
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moving over t'he fields of standing crop
below, were of course producing a con
tinuous l'ine of weak lift ,,'long their
leeward edges, but this W;lS moving with
the velocity of the cloud above and the
5000-6000 foot wind, whilst I, drifting
at practically constant altitude, with the
I SUO foot wind, was being left behind
all the time. And so 1 ova lied precar
iously onwards, biasing each circle care
fully downwind, until, at Stanton in the
Wolds, a thermall col'lected itself together
and took me to 2500 feet.

A short straight glide, another climb
over Bottesford and I was now back in
the land of large cumulus and cloud
streets. I reached 4400 feet at the base
of another cloud and fuming eastwards
headed for a large and active-looking
cumulus a few miles south-east of Lin
coln, soon dimbing in smoOth lift at
10 ftlsec, reaching cloud base at 5 200

feet and to my pleasant surprise, con
tinuing the climb uninterrupted to nearly
'8 000 ,feet before the lih fell off and I
emerged from the cloud near the top of
its south-east side,

Everything, except the top of ·the
cloud just abandoned, seemed to lie
below, a magnificent sight, with visibility
practically unlimited. Now I realised my
mistake: the altostratus was drifting
north-eastwards over the Wash and
Horncastle lay below" cumu'lus was
sprouting eastward as far as Sleaford
and Spalding, ;llld over Norfolk, cast of
King's Lynn, it was the same. Only in
the area Spillding- Wisbech-lsle of Ely
was there no cloud. The influences of
the clay belt, perhaps?

me slowly northwards. Worse still a great
belt of altostratus had drift,ed across
WQlverhampton ill the early morning,
and must nOw be lying somewhere ahead
:like a barrier aooss my path, bltt where?
Soon ,enough [ was to know.

As I neared Ashby-de-Ia-Zouche it
became manifestly apparent that both lift
and cUDlulus were on the wane, and
there, ahead, lay the altostralus, perhaps
20 miles wide. Beyond it, impossibly
far away, were blue skies and more cumu
lus. Behind it, as it travelled eastwards,
were a few feeble puffs of cloud graduaUy
merging into the main mass now "eceding
behind me. There waS perhaps one
glimmer of hope: northwards, beyond
Nottingham, w'here the altostratus ended.
the sky was full of clImulus, unbroken
to the east.

Here was my dilemma: to press on
at all costs. to travel even further north
of a track aheady loO far north itself,
and then head eastwards in an attempt
to round the belt of upper cloud at its
northern end. or to remain at the highest
possible altitude, with the van of the
main cumutus, drifting with the wind,
and waiting for the altostratus to move
out to sea. .

I chose the former altemative, swung
north-eastwards and ate my lunch on
the strength of it, meanwhile passing a
few miles north of Loughborough, shortly
before 2 o'clock.

The combination of lunch, trying to
maintain a high ground speed and being
too, far ahead of the main cloud mass,
was too much-ev.en for an Olympia-"--:
and before long I was down to a'ltnost
I SOD feet. due south of Nottingham.
Wh"'1t saved me on this ocea'ion. and on
two more later on, i., well worth dis
cussing more fully.

I now fOllnd myself close to the
lee edges of the shadows Cll it bv the large
cumulus moving eastwards behind me.
StiH in ominously calm air, I flew
straight for the ~U'nlit g-round ahea-i to
encounter immediately slight turbulence,
and greatlv reduced sink. Circling very
c<lrefully, I found it just possible to
maintain heil.(ht. but sepmpcl 10 he
continuallv slippin,!!: out of the lift on
its upwind side; and then the explanation
occurred to me, the cloud shadows.

---5-
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But this was no time to be studying
geology. Here was I, on the wrong side
of the Wash, 125 miles from the Mynd,
with 7 900 leet below me, and running
out of land. At 3 o'clock in the alter
noon of such a day, there ,;a5 only one
thing to do-or at least to try-the odds
were long, but off I went at 70 miles an
hour in the direction of Boston.

Near Spalding two very rough dry
thermals took me slowly back between
them to 4600 feet, but it was hard work,
not aided in the lea~t by the playful
effons of a Lancaster, which kept com
ing lip from behind in a most alarming
manner, and in a highly stalled condition,
sundry members of the crew making
traditIOnal and apparently rude signs
from behind their Perspex enclosures.
Needless to say those were returned from
mine!

Now I was on the west side of the
Wash, travelling under a sky of small
and seedy-looking cumulus, and trying to
push the speed up until, about 4 o'clock,
I found myself down to I 200 feet doing
the now familiar and hair-raising oval
circles in weak cloud-shadow thermal,
between Sulton Bridge airfield and the
nearby bombing range. The wind by
this time had, fortunately, swung almost
due west; nevertheless, my progress
towards King's Lynn was precarious in
the extreme. As my cloud shadows
drifted too far east I had to break off
circling, and come inland again. I was,
however, slowly going up and had
reached 2600 feet before crossing the
mouth of the Ouse, on tl'ack for Cromer,

at 1648.
I was now passing over gently un

dulating and thickly wooded country
bathed in sunlight and almost immed
iately struck a wide smooth dry thermal
which took me up at a steady 6 ft/sec
to nearly 4000 feet. Thus fortified, I
again foolishly increased speed and
headed slightly southwards towards some
rather suspicious-looking cumulus. I had
boobed badly and soon afterwards found
myself passing over Fakenham, still in
shadow at I 800 feet. Finally, I cleared
the shadow at 1 200 feet, being fortunate
to find the old familiar turbulence again
and so passed another period of careful
and precarious circles, each of which I
expected to be the last, whilst farms,
woods and roads gyrated below, in the
late afternoon sunshine, in alarmingly
close proximity. It is perhaps sufficient
to say that the barograph chart shows
at least 9 minutes of almost constant
altitude and by now I realised that the
aid of one good thermal would make
it possible 10 put 300 kilometres behind
me. When it did arrive and I started to
go up, at first imperceptibly, Melton
Constable slid below and I was practi
cally ready for a padded cell! However,
by the time the altimeter was re~istering
4 300 feet I had recovered sufficiently to
take stock of the situation.

Norfolk. south of a line King's Lynn
Cromer, lay almost completely in the
shadow of dying cumulus, Norwich and
Great Yarmouth now being clearly
vi3ibl~. To the north, aud, over the coast.
line from King's Lynn to Hunstanton,
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there was bright sunshine, but from there
southwards, except for an occasional
gleam of light, the coastline and a few
miles out to sea were in shadow too.

My goal was now within striking
distance, and I decided to fly very care
fully, using every piece of available lift
to just south of Cromer, about ~old C
distance from Long Mynd, and then to
head down the coast to as near Caister as
I could get. Another thermal between
NOl·,!h I;Valsham and Cromer took me
hac" to 4 300 feet. Now I was sailing
along parallel to and over the coast
in almost dead calm air. Although under
a lifeless overcast which was slowlv
r!ecnvin<r. I encountered small arl'as of
slight lift Or' low sink in which r wa'
al:lle to rlelay mv r1e'cent. Graduallv J
Jo't height to below 2 500 feet an-l
being, by now sure of mv goal exolored
f"rther out to sea and back again diagon
allv hooinlZ to find a sea breeze eR"ec.t
with no result. Caister was finallv
reacben in a 50 mllhr glide at I 200 feet
an-\ I l'andorl at 18 14 on the racecourse.
The hosnitality or the nearbv Cai,ter and
Great Yarmou,th Golf Club was mag
nificent!

There are a good many lessons to
be learned from this trip:

(i) The necessity to use onc's speed
range intelligently, instead of going, as
I did, like a bull at a gate, and nearly
coming unstuck as a result. This seems
particularly important late in the day.

(ii) The surprising manner in which
one was able to remain airborne ahead
of advancing cloud shadows and the tech
nique involved in so doing.

(iii) The difficulty of approaching
each cloud at optimum speed (particu
larly if this is high) and then reco~nisin.g

and getting into the lift without undue
fiddle and waste of time in the down
current areas.

(iv) The very bad mistake made in
trving to circumnavigate the alto'tratm
belt to the north-a map and simnle
fCl!cllbt.;on before ta1<e off. baser! on the
10000 foot wind, would have given me
my answer.

It is instructive to consirler what
would have happened had I ,got rounrl".
it, only to be trapperl, botwef'n foa,t ann
overca't. whilt>. with the Wash at my
back I worked mv way between Roston
"nd Kin'!', Lynn. This story might indeed
have had a very different ending,

The Portsmouth Gliding Club
THE Portsmouth Gliding Club is one

of the oldest clubs in the country.
having been originallv formed io 1930
with a memhershiD of 73. Like most clubs
formed in that first wave of enthusiasm
it sooo became apparent that enthusiasm,
without experience and the necessary
technical knowledge, was not enough to
ensure the success of the club. The
membership gradually dwindled down to
"- h"-ndful of diehards who carried on in
the face of many difficulties un61 the
outbreak of war, when the machines were
taken over by the A.T.C.

Upon cessation of hostilities the club
\1ot going again and as prices for new
aircraft were prohibitive it was decided
to build our own, in accordance with the
sDirit of the early German gliding
r"ovement.

In those early days learning to build
,diders was looked upon as being just as
important as learning to fly them, and

Schult•. Kegel. Schmidt, Dittmar. Hirth
and Hoffman. all pilots of the highest
order. were also designers and expert
constructors.

This policy of self help has proved
to he sound for a variety of reasons not
the least being the superior performance
of the aircraft due to individual attention
to detail that would be uneconomical for
a manufacturer.

The performance of our nacelled
Dagling is higher than that of a Cadet
and circuits of over 5 minutes have been
ohtained with her; whilst our modified
Grunau has a performance which appears
to be on a par with the Louis Desoutter
Grunau of pre-war fame.

It has heen found that club con
struction fosters a better sense of handlin<t
aircraft both on the ground and in the
air, which cuts down the risk of damage
considerably.
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British Gliding Association
by Ann Douglas.

test g-roups, and the design of winches
and ground equipment. (iii) The Research
Committee, which co-ordinates investi
g-ation into meteorological and other
allied matters.

In addition to these committees there
are the Instructors Examining Panel awl
the Accident Analysis Panel, notes about
which follow. Other committees, such as
the International Contests Committee,
are formed from time to time to under·
take specified job•.

The income of the association comes
from certific;ates and the sale of badges,
and from the subscr,iptiom of its mem
bers. As there are only n few activ~

clubs in the country the income is small.
and in spite of the fact that a. much of
the work as possible is done by volnntary
help. the as·ociation has great difficultv
in makin.~ its income keep ev~n with
its out~oings. In this oroblem. of course,
there ,is the usual vicious circle. If the
a"ociation had more money it could
launch new clubs which would brin,~ it
the income it needs to ·work really
effectively.

That a national asso<,iation is neces
sary to act on behalf of individual and.
in manv cases, isolated clubs, no one
will doilbt. The need i.. specially great
when the clubs them~lvt's are neither
numerous nor stron~, as is the case at
present.

The British Gliding Assoc.iation is
the central body whic.h acts as liaison
between the clubs and the government
and oth!'r organisations. It also controls
competitions and records by delegation
from the Royal Aero Club.

The association is made up of
clubs in the Briti~h Isles divided into
two g-roups. The Member Clubs. which
pay an annual subscription of £ 15. And
the Associate Member Clubs, which pay
an annual subscription of £7 10 O.

The association is run by a council
whose members are drawn from the mem
ber clubs. The councillors do not, how
ever, represent the views of the club
from which they nave come, but are
regarded as individua'l expert. competent
to make decisions for the !\'ood of gliding
as a whole.

The council forms committees to do
specialist work on its behalf. The com
mittees report back to the council which
issues results on its own responsibility.
The three standing commillees are, (,i)
The Flyin~ Committee, which deals with
record attempts, competitions, Hving
re~ulations, and all other matters dealin,~

with the operation of gliders when air
borne. (ii) The Technical Committee,
which looks after matters affectinl{ the
structural safety of gliders, airworthille,;.
requirements, the qualifica tions of th.

---------
auto towed ground slides to winch launches
in the Grunau Baby. at 2/6d., including
the first 15 minutes for soaring.

Vle are rather proud of the fact that
during our 19 years of existence we have
never received any subsidy or outside
help and to·day arc in a sounder financial
position than we have ever heen. This is
due entirely to our policy of constructing
our own equipment and adopting a strict
instruet;onal standard for its use.

The club is indeed fortunate in
havi",g Mr. Parslow as Chief Flying
Instnlctor and it is largely due to his un'
tiring efforts that the club is in its present

for healthy state. K.F.
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Portsmouth (cont.)
The gliding movement is very sick

at the moment, and it is felt that, apart
from had instruction, the main cause is
that there are far too many people who
are intent on taking a lot more out of
gliding than they ever put into it.

We are now busy building a second·
ary glider which should be finished in
time [or Easter. All bulkheads, wing ribs,
rudder. tailplane and elevator are complet·
ed together with most of tJ!>c metal fittings.

Our subscription is S gns. per annum,
out of which one guinea is paid over to the
Aero Club for the use of their Club House
facilities. There is no entrance fee.

Flying charges range from 6d,



Accident Analysis Panel
by Ann Douglas.

The Concise Oxford Dictionary de
fines an accident as: "Event without
apparent cause" ~lrld analysis as: "Re
solution into simple elements." These
definitions explain both the reason for,
and the method of accident analysis.
Thus they define the task of the British
Gliding Association Accident Analysis
Panel. It is the aim of the panel to dis.
cover, if possible, the cause of every
accident reported to it.

Accidents are costly, in some cases
the cost is life. In most cases, they
cost time and monev; and in all cases
they dama,~e, not only the re,putation of
the club where thev happen. but glidi,n~

as a whole. It follows that everybony
interested in gliding ~hould. not on Iv
themselves avoid accidents. but heln
others in any way they can to avoid
them as well.

If clubs report their accidents care·
fully and thoroughly. they give the panel
the opportunity to pass on valuable know
ledge which may help others to avoicl
repeating mistakes made elsewhere. This
is the first. and orobablv the mo-t im
nortant contribution which the B.G.A.
Acciclent Analysis Panel can make to
warns reductiOn of accidents. For ex
amole: the nanel. as a result of one
club report. has already been able to
recommend modifications to a well-lcnown
machine which will undoubtedly be of
benefit to all clubs.

Next we have the comoarative treat
ment. both of clubs and nf accident
causes. The first involves difficulties ancl
rlemands tact. If, for example. club A
is nrone to a large number. or to a parti
cular tyoe of accident. whneas club B
is not, then ,the infeJ'ence is th<lt con
ditions exist 3t club A which are ",hsent
",t R. The o",nel has no intention of ouh
lishing invinious comparisom: bllt it is
ouite clear th'lt it m'lY h('lp club A in
ma_ing rerluctions in its operating cos/<.
and so h"lt> its members to gc.t mtire f!,,
iog for less monev. The sccond. com·
parison involves seeking- out the most

frequent causes of accidents. It is in
dependant of the relative merits of
clubs; and the greater the number of
repor15 available the more accurate the
analysis is likely to be. The result, so
far, of this sort of comparison indicates
that deficiency in training, or in super·
vision of partially trained. or even fully
trained. pilots is the most prolific acci.
dent cause. Thus the line of attack which
will pay the biggest dividend to clubs is
indicated. Th~ panel, as a result of this
p<lrticular piece of analysis. has been
able to make recommendation, to the
B.G.A. which. it is hopecl. may result
;n considprab'le help to clubs.

FinaJlv. let us return to the diction
arv definition of accidpnt as an event
without apparent cause. Nothin" hapoens
without a cau.~e; and in a revlf':'''' of ;l

lar,l"e sample of accidents. which it tool,
as its first task. the panel came to the
('''o"lusion that in every r~se the "allre
of the accident was one that could bp
eliminated. Forethollg-ht, hetter pJanninrr
at somp stage. more troublp ta-en at 'I

particular mom.ent: more thnrouP'h in
struction, or more hel'rl paid to the ru 1ps
would. in each case, have prevented the
accident.

What this represents in actual c'lsh
is not known. In the writer', opiniofJ.
the cost of the accident in this samnle
hatch alone would provide f"ee operation
for one medium-size club for one vear.
That. perhaps. is the way to think of
accidents: as an apoallinl!" waste.

Accident are the bigge.t handicap
from whith glidin!! suA'prs. The aim of
the Ar.cident Analysis Panel is to help
clubs discover why accidents happen. ancl
to eliminate the causes. With the helo
of the clubs it may be nossihl/\ for it to
"rnve nne rlav that ALL ACCIDP..NTS
ARE AVOIDABLE.

The two secretaries after landing
outside the field in the two-scater.
"We were so busy talking about accounts'

(from a club's line book):
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The Bristol Gliding Club

by T. Rex Young.

THE Bristol Club was actively revived
in the Autumn of 1946 after nearly

twelve months preparatory work by six
enthusiasts round a table, such were the
immediate problems of post-war gliding.

Possessing only <£~O in assets handed
over by twO surviving members of the
pre-war Club, this organising Committee
secured the use of a redundant airfie.ld,
acquired a tow-car and a Kirby Cadet,
orga"ised a rota of six voluntary instnlc
tors, and started primary training for
beginners after enrolling sOme sixty
members at an inaugural meeting at which
the Motto • First come-first served' was
the only flromise made to enrolling
members.

With this minimum of equipment.
flying was started in September 1946, and
auto-tow launches on the spacious runways
of Lulsgate Bottom airfield, six miles from
Bristol, saw the /irst oourse of learners 00

the road to their Certificate A or B, with
the six instructors (all with war-time
A.T.e. experience alld skilled in modern
methods of instruction) doing all possible
to provide a high quality of training.

Olub policy, simply and dearly
defined at the start, was to provide gliding
fadlities to a'll comers fo,r the lowest poss
ible subscription and an equally low
launching. fee; to concentrate entirely on
ab initio training wid) ,the ain1 of securing
a minimum of fifty trained pilots by the
end of the first year; to augment equip
ment and facilities as rapidly as immedia,te
post-war conditions allowed; and, as the
long-term aim, to lay the foundation for
a steady development and expansion of
the Club, with Silver C and Gold C
flights as the ultimate target of flying
training.

This enthusiastic beginning was soon
encouraged by the British Gliding
Association, who allocated an ex-German
Grunau liB sailplane to the club on
favourable terms, and made available at

low cost an, ex-balloon winch from
disposal sources. The Grunau needed
re-building, and the winch converting for
glider-launching, but these tasks and many
others were all keenly tackled, with the
result that early in 1947 the Clul'J possess
ed a trainin,g and a soaring aircraft, two
tow-cars. and a winch which provided
1 000 foot launches above the wide
expanse of Lulsgate airfield. where a large
blister hangar housed all Club equipment,
~nd a group of four interconneoted Nissen
huts served as clubhouse, canteen, work
shops and stores.

With the Club thus actively in oper
ation, the announcement of the Kemsley
Flying Trust, signalling Lord Kemsley's
generous aim to assist JHivate flying and
gliding by the grant of loans to the clubs,
encouraged the Comm'ittee to submit
Corn orehensive development proposals to
the Kemsley Trustees, with the result that
in August of the same year, the Club was
the first in the country to receive a grant
from the Kemsley Fund.

This was used for the nurchase of
further a;rcraft : a Cadet. a Tutor, and an
Olympia sailplane. and the Club was thus
we\ll sct up with aircraft. and could
continue its policy of providing adequate
facilities for ab initio training. as well as
catering for the neeDS of its soaring pilots,
nOw growing in number.

This well-marked step forward in
Cluh development. comin,g less than, a
year after its initial start. was duly
celebrated by the holding of an 'At
Home' on Lulsgate airfield, an event
which, favoured by good weather and well
patronised by notable visitors from other
dubs. attracted wide attention in the West
Country and resulted in a further intake

At this display the new aircraft from
Slingsby's were flown dOwn by air in the
hold of a • Bristol Freighter' and erected
and test-flown on the airfield within fifteen
minutes of their airborne arriva;l, this
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unique' kangaroo' delivery and its sequel
being the/irst of its kind on record.

The en,d of the /i rst flying year saw
the Cluh with a record of 2 502 launches
made against a target of 1 500 ; with a
total of 54 R.Ae.C. certificates of A, B.
and C category; and with a roll of more
than a hundred flying members. Having
thus well maintained its first-year training
policy, a 'launch-target of 5 000 was set
for the second year, with a continuance
of full-scale ab initio training, combined
with all possible thermal soaring for the
r.,ore advanced pilots.

The Club was by then launching by
auto-tow, winch, and aera-tow, and all
additional balloon-winch had been purch
ased and was ill course of conversion into
a two-wheeled mobile unit of modern
design. Launching facilities were thus
fully secured.

Early in the year a complete manual
of Flying Notes was produced by the Club
instructors. This manual, one of 44-pages
complete with numerous diagrams, cover
ed the whole range of Club training from
ab initio to Silver C flying, with specific

instruction for each type of aircraft flown,
and was made available to all flying
members with the aim of supplementing
the verbal instruction given on the airfield.

During 1948 negotiations were
completed with the Bristol Aeroplane
Company whereby 50 members of their
staff were accepted for gliding training up
W B certificate stage. This scheme was
run paralle:l with the training of 'light
~eroplane pilots by the Bristol & Wessex
Aero Club at Whitchurch nearby, and
proved to be an in,teresting and worth
while experiment. It was found that the
glider-trained ab initios made a very good
showing when they passed through for
their power-flying courses, and that the
!'lower trained pilots likewise took easily
to gliding when thev came thrQugh to
the Club from Whitcnu,rch.

A further acti"ity wast!le holding of
a series of weekl,y SU1mmer Holiday
Gliding Courses for beginners at Lulsgate,
for which apolications were received from
all parts of Britain, and which resulted in
81 holiday members receiving gliding
training, with 57 certificates secured.

Team spirit and intelligent leadership, the wealth of the Bristol Gliding Club.
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Launching (acilities were also largely
augmented during the year. The new
mobile winch came into action in the
Summer, an additional Ford V,S tow'ear
was purchased, and the Cambridge club's
method.o( piano'wire auto'tow launching
was adopted, giving up to I 200 (oot
launches, and with a saving in cable'cost
to boot. By the end o( 1948 the Club
had exceeded its target o( 5 000 launches
with a total o( 5 766 (or the vear, with
269 hours flown, and with a total o( 162
Certificates gained, which included 146
Certificates A and B, 6 Silver C, and 10
Silver C 'Ie~s' of quali(ying category.

This truly remarkable rate o( progress
brought .. Bristol" very high in the list
o( Britis!) club results (or the year, i.e.,
first in A and B Certificates, second only
to London in numher o( launches, and
third in volume o( membership. Thus the
Committee looked bad" on· a period o(
solid achievement which a~gured well (or
the prospects of 1949.

For this year, with more than 60
soaring pilots now activ.e, it was decided
to fix a lower target o( lallnches (2500),
and a hi~her target o( flying hours (500),
this to encourage the further progress o(
the Club's advanced pilots towards the
goal o( Silver C.

Moreover, since all Club flying
records had so far been secured on a flat
airfield site, without any opportunities for
bill soaring other than had been made
possible by several organised visits to the
Midland club at Long Mynd, it was
decided to negotiate (or a soaring site at
Roundway Hill, Devizes, and thus fully
extend the scope o( Club facilities.

These decisions have been duly
implemented during the year; and
meanwhile the Sum mer of 1949 has seen
a continuance of successful flying activity
at Lulsgate. Several cross,country flights
have been made, another Silver C has
been gained, and the standard o( tbe
Club's advanced pilots raised to a high
level by a considerable number o( local
thermal soaring flights over tile airfield.
One such flight of 4~,hours, and two of
more than five hours duration, llave
clearly shown that the Duration require'
ment (or Silver C can he met ham a flat
site i( the spirit is will'ing.

With the acquisition of a Type 21 B
two'seater which is now augmenting solo
instruction, the adequate training of the
younger pilots is still further assured.
The Club now has a rota o( twelve
experienced instructors with six assistants;
a fleet o( eight aircraft with adequate
ancillary equipment; and a roll o( more
than 150 flying and associate members.

And what of the future? Three
years progress ·at Lulsgate has not only
placed .. Bristol" among Britain's major
clubs, but has determined its Corn mittee
to undertake the additional work o(
establishing the hill'site at Roundway
without further delay. This admirable
site has now been secured, including an
adequate I'aunching area and a group of
farm buildings eminently· suited for
development as clubhouse and workshops,
and before the end o( next year it is
hoped that the Club wiIl be able to offer
hill hilhoar'ing (acilities at Devizes in
~ddition to maintaining Lulsgate (or
large'scale ab initio training.

l\s a soaring site the full possibilities
of Roundway have yet 'to be thoroughly
explored; but it has a good soaring record,
and has been regul'arly visited by
enthusiasts-among them the Can)bridge
club-since 1934. The lInique features
of the hill, and its' location in ideal
thermal'soaring country, give every
promise that it will prove to be a first'rate
hill'soaring location, and by tackling its
development as such in the same spirit
as has been shown hitherto, the Cluh
hopes that it will be enabled to make yet
another worthwhile contribution to British
soaring history.

A dear old gentleman in a country
hotel speaking to the proprietor.

" \\1ho are those people always
talking in the bar?"

" Oh! they are glider pilots, they
glide (or a hobby"

.. I am so relieved to l1ear that, I
thought they were communists"
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The B.G.A. Instructors Panel
by Ann Douglas.

THE objects of the B.G.A. Instructors
panel is to obtain and maintain a high

standard of instmcting in ,their own clubs
by circula,ting informatinn, producing
handbooks, and holding meetings where
opinions and experiences can be exchang·
ed : to examine instructors lor categories,
to advise and assist trainee instructors,
and to help new clubs.

The panel consists at present of eight
members, fiv.e of whom are examiners. It
holds two meetings a year, as well as the
!\nnual Instructors Conference. These
take place at different clubs so that there
is every opportunity to see the methods,
difficulties and points of view of others.

Applicants, provided they have the
necessary basic qualification for categories,
are examined at their own club by olle oi
the examining mem bers, lUsually one that
lives in or near their area. No examiner,
however, may examine an instructor in
his own club: the fee for a category is
7/6d and at present the examiner pays all
his own expenses.

During tbis year the ordinary
instructor categories have been altered,
owing to the increase in the USe of two'
seaters, and nOw consist of a B 1, Solo
Instructor, and a B 2, Dual Instructor

CLUBS OF THE BG.A.

FULL MEMBER CLUBS

Bristol Gliding Club
Cambridge University Gliding Club
Derbyshire and Lancashire Giiding Dub
Imperial Cnllege Gliding Club
London Gliding Club
Midland Gliding Club
Newcastle Gliding Club
'Scottish Gliding Union
'South down Gliding Club
'Surrey Gliding Club

ASSOCIATE MEMBER CLUBS

Air Headquarters Gliding Club, B.A.F.O.
Army Flying Club
College of Aeronautics Gliding Club

category, in which the instructor has to be
experienced in both types of training.
Applicants should apply direct to the
B.G.A. giving evidence of fulfilling all
the relevant qualifications.

The first document produced by the
panel was: The B.G.A. Basic 'Syllabus of
Glider Training. This is now being
followed by the Two·seater Instructors
Handbook, which is due to be published
in the immediate future.

It has .always been a rule of the
panel that its inembers must be active
praoticing instructors, as it is only in this
way that the panel can remai,n a progfess'
ive ancl help~ul body, and it tries to have
as even a distribution of members over
the country as possible, so that its
members can not only be in touch with
progress in their locality, but are at hand
to h.:lp with new clubs.

The present composition is
Ann Douglas, chairman.
H. T. Testa<
L. Welch
G. O. Smith
P. Blanchard
M. ChantriH
D. A. 'Smith
'S. C. O'Grady

Combined 'Services Soaring Club
Fumess Gliding Club
Gloucester Gliding Club
Handley Page Gliding Club
Luneberg Gliding Club
North \Vales Cross C.ountry 'Soaring Club
Oxford Gliding Club
Perak Iflying Club
Polish Air Force Association
PortsmOllth Aero Club
Royal Artillery Acro Club
RA E Technical CoUege Gliding Flight
R E Flying Club
Royal Naval Gliding and Soaring Ass.
ShQreditch Training College Gliding Club
Ueterson and District Gliding Club
Ulster Gliding Club
12 Group Gliding Club
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A goal flight to Lympne
Described
Wright III

much

by
a

his

Lawrence
way very
own.

On the 10th April, 1949, Minimoa
being at Redhill wrapped in red tape, I
had bagged the club Gull IV. The wind
was light north-west, and the sky spawn
ing infant cumulus. As I strapped in,
a later arrival remarked that conditions
looked so flat that' I might soon prefer
to land, and give him the machine for
not more than half an hour. He did
not smile as he said this.

Wheatcroft offered Hawkinge or
Lympne as a goal. I 'chose Lympne for
the ignoble reason that more people know
how far away it is. Kit Nicholsoll had
made the same flighl to win the Manio
Cup in the 1938 competitions. My maps
were in Mini, except for one filthy sheet
among the rubbish in the car, which
proved to be the right one, I was not
serious enough to study it or draw a
track on it, as I ought to have done.
I was winch-launched at 12 15 hours.

I made for the power-line slope, a
sure sourCe of thermals when there is
any north in the wind. There was not
much hill lift, After ten minutes on this
short beat. content to be lower than
the others for the time being-. I had
wriggled up to circling height and thence
in the first. real thermal to I 400 feet.~·

Back at the hin at I 000 feet, I immed
iately got another at 5 ft/sec. I noticed
the Blue Gull cirding above me.

In about ten minutes I was at 3 000
feet, but trying all I could, I could
not outclimb Geoff Arnold in the Blue
Gull. Things looked better do\vn wind,
SO I passed under him, going south-east.
At 3,800 feet. the lift petel'ed ou,t, but the
sky \vas sO promisin~ ahead that I
pressed on at once. I had lost about
I 000 feel when I saw Geoff turn back
of London and landed near Tunbridge
Wells). This left me feeling lonely and
(he eventually went round the west side
rather rash. The red ball came well up,
and J flew at ,60 to\vards some distant

*.'\11 heights above take-off.

clouds, which seemed to be going down
wind faster than I was: they were still
well ahead when I spotted Radlett aero
drome.(Nol having yet opened my map,
I vaguely thought of it as Hatfield.) I
entered the circuit at I 000 feet in dead
air, working out a depressing plan for a
towed retrieve.

I never omi~ to pray on these occa
sions, and the dear Lord (assisted per
haps by the fact that I was down-wind
of 'a warm runway) answered me with a
flicker of lift on which I expended all
my efforts. Af.ter some hard work, resist
ing the temptation to try to improve my
position until I was above I 500 feet
again, I gOI back to 3000 feet. I seemed
now to I,ave even less drift: Radlett was
still alongside, and wbat little wind there
was seemed to hav,c more north than
west in it. If all went well, I would soon
have to work eastward to avoid London.
Cloud base looked unusually high, which
was a fine thing. Also the day was yOllng'
(13 15 hours BST) and the sky pattern
ahead most promising.

A series of ,careful searches and
modest climbs, interpersed with short
dashes across the open for a few miles,
brought me progressively nearer to cloud
base. The lift increased with height up
to 3000 feet, but above it always grad
ually decreased. During all this circling
I had drifted slowly south of my required
track (which was still only a vague mental
one) and was somewhere near Elstree.
Above London the clouds were buildin~

up well, but over the semi-country im
mediately north of London the sky was
comparatively uninviting. and I decicted
to sample the active air above the chim
ney pots before working ea-tward. The
Welsh Harp showed up well through the
haze, and I began to Uie the map. The
straight flying needed more attention
than the circling (to avoid blundering
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throug-h an unobserved thermal at speed, one must not allow oneself to 1ink. It
or confusing the variometer by letting the is a good rule. [ decided that today'!
A S I wander) sO I found it better to do minimum should be 3 000 fe~t, and that
the map-reading when comfortably if I sank near that level I must con-
tucked into a circle. The Gull IV, centrate solely on regaining height before
though not as good a Mini in this respect, pressing ~n. To those that have, it shall
needs little attention once she is going be given and for about two hours I
round tidily. was able to keep to my rule.

A big-but not apparently very thick r crossed the Lea near the reservoirs
-cloud right over Hendon airfield re- at Tottenham. The lift was seldom mort'
ceived me gently and rather reluctantly than 5 ft/sec, but reliably distributed:
at just 5000 feet. None of the clouds clouds about half a mile across, with a
this day reached down to snatch one few clear miles between, which I would
inside: most of them just refused, by cross at 55-60. The last fc,,, hundred
fifty feet or so, to be entered. T ast feet of height was not really worth wait·
,eason, all my clouds had been nearer ing for: it was better to fly slowly on
3 000 feet, and this extra 2000 fe?t was one's way until the red ball came up.
a welcome luxurv. I did a little Married The Thames was emerging from a f/;rey
Man's Blind Flying straight through the haze, and as the time was only 1415
undulations of cloud base, wher there hours, Lympne began to seem a proposi-
was little to be gained by ling-ering. tion. I determined not to hurry, but
Meanwhile I started working eastward. within reason to follow Rattray's advice
alwavs with at least one airfield in mind -never to leave lift until you have got
and in reach. (It is a comforting thoull:ht. the last drop out of it. Time ,is of
that from 5000 feet one has some 1 200 course the essence of a long flight, but
square miles of g-round to choose from.) 87 miles is not. alas, a lonf{ 'fIi'Rht by

Somebody has laid down that on any today's standard<. So I clawoll"d in lhe
given day there is a height below which gentle lift between 4000 and 5500 fcet,
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not ashamed to circle in 2 ft/sec, spend
ing a little height now and then in a
dash from cloud to cloud. with the com
fortable feeling of living within my
income. 1 circled until 1 was giddy with
watching tIle world reeling past the pilot
head. The patches of sink were almost
welcome, offering a few minutes' straight
flying, bUlt all too soon 1 would be dizzily
revolving again. I found it more rest
ful to gaze down the imler wing. and
fortifit'd myself with my cheese roll and
my Man Bar.

It came as a sobering thou.({ht, that
within every hour of a soaring fI,ight, one
has to gain a total of some t,en thousand
feet of height.

I crossed the Thames (nt nearly
6000 feet) at Gravesend, ~nscious that
1 was adding at least an hour to each
trailer journey. Bt'yond the Isle of Dogs,
London disappeared in ,the gr~y. The
river looked magnificent in the stormy
light and smoke. But for my declared
g.oal, and for having forgotten my Leica,
I could have taken half an hour off for
a safe circuit of St. Paul's. Resisting ruch Lawrence Wright in the Slingsby Gull IV.
frivolity, I concentrated again on the
Object of the Ext'rcise, until I was street as far as Faversham, getting the
diverted again at Chatham by joll'y little best height of the day on the way at just
rows of cruisers and submarines in a tiny over 6000. feet. (Re-reading Kit's account
dock, all beautifully to scale. since, I noticed that he made the same

Kent looked featureless and hazy, its detour.) Past Faversharli, 1 was at about
nearer' forms camouflaged by cloud 5000 feet, but twelve miles north of
shadows: it seemed time to navigate. An track, and it seemed time to brave the
obstinat€l fold in the map denied me a gap. I turned south-south-east and at
bearing on Lympne, until I opened it once picked up the opposite coastli'ne
completely, when it .filled the cockpit. some eighteen miles away. It agreed
Finding that the little control required comfortingly in shape with the map, and
could be applied through the bulge in the a straight glide to Lympne seemed
map which represented the stick, 1 kept possible. But J like to reckon my range,
it there. in a light wind, by first deducting I 000

I could now comfortably locate. fill feet for safety margin and approach, then
and light my pipe. and take the .green allowing four miles per thousand. By
ball for granted. Somewhere, I feIf. I this formula. I would be cutting it fine.
had known this situation before-and 1 For a "mauvais quart d'heure" 1
recalled WaDur Sparrow, lounging in his flew through steady sink. relieved only
Miekimoa. by a few nearly fruitless circles. As the

The course for Lympne proved to be altimeter visibly unwound, the high spirits
south-east, but in that direction lav miles of the previous hour evaporated. The
of sunlit ground without a cloud shadow. air, which had been fizzing merrily all
I could not see the Maid~tone.A~hford day. changed from schweppervescel1ce to
road, which pointed the way. but along ditchwater. and in hOI'l'id silence I slid
the Canterbury road '(visible but running down and down. It felt like a hilltop
too easterly) a good cloud street was de~cent on a wet afternoon in November.
arranged. I dro·ve along thi, road.and- I had still not located Lympnf', though
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The Royal Naval Gliding and Soaring

Association
by Lieutenant Commander Goodhart.

THE Royal Naval Gliding and Soaring
Association was formed in Tuly 1947

with, the aims of providing gliding and
soaring as a recreation lor naval officers
and ra'tings. to advance the art of airman'
ship. and to provide a common ground
for doser understanding between the air'
crew, aircraft maintenance and other
personnel.

, The present ch<.irman of the R.N.
Gliding and Soaring Association is
Captain D. R. F. CambeIl, its technical
adviser is Lieutenant Commander Sproule
and Lieutenant Commander Goodhart is
its secretary.

In the summer of 1947. Lieutenant
Commander Sproule collected a team of
pilots and toolc a circus of ex-German

the coastline gave its roug-h po~ition. awl
I was vague as to how far off tlw
coa~t really lay. The only opcent cloud
within possible reach was miles away to
the ea~t. If I turned aside to it now.
and it did not work. I could not make
LVOlone. If I pressed on, I cugoht to
~ee the airfield in time to vet in-I might
not. I turned ea~t towards the cloud.

I was down to 2 500 feet when I
arrived upwind of it, and it looked very
~mall and very hi,gh UP. For the 'econrl
time I resorted to prayer. The green
hall promptly shot up to the top of
the tube and stayed there. I r,irclerl with
all the ".g" T could tal<. --which is not
perhaps very much-and although I

Kranichs and Olympias round to the
Naval Air Stations where he aroused
much enthusiasm and clubs were formed
at various stations: training started using
Primary Eons and S.G. 38's. Some of
the elu hs failed to keep going, for a
variety of reasons such as changing
personnel and Air Stations being closed,
but in 1949 there were four active clubs,
all of which arc still in heing. at Gosport.
Lossiemouth. Stretton and EgJ'inton. A
few lines about each will be given later on.

A campaign, already lasting nearly
3 years. IS being waged to get agreement
thae gliding ill the Navy should be
,recognised as an organised sport in the
same way as. say. fool.hal'l. The point
ahout this is that accidents incurred while
taking part ill ill1 urganised sport are
conslJered to he whilst on duty and
therefore the Admiralty holds itself
responsible for injurie; and any pensions
payable. At present all naval persollllel
taking part in recreational i!liding have to
sign a f1lOst sinisterly woroed form of
indem>1ity, or Blood Chit, as it is popularly
known, and this formality has discouraged
nany.potential glider pilots from joining
one of the clubs.

broke a fingernail tapping the Co~im.

nothinJ:( would shift the g-reen ball. I
think it had indeed stuck: the barogram
shows only a climb horn 2500 to 5000
feet in five minutes. of which even so
I would not complain. In g-entler lift
:>bove I finallv found my ceiling at 5400
feet. with Hawkinge along-side and
Lympne obvious. and li,fe on the whole
worth living.

I nur,"ed my ridiculous reserve of
height whiht I checker! and counter
checked with the map: the coastline. the
canal fork. the racecourse. the castle.
Final1ly I banked well o,ver and read the
word LYMPNE in beautiful capital
Irttel's ,iust a mile underneath.
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However, it now appears that the
campaign may soon be won and we have
high hopes of being 00 a level footing,
if not in time for football, at any rate with
cricket in 1950.

The Pol"tsmo\lth Naval Gliding Club.

Thi; club !las its !leadquarters at.
Gosport and was formed in May 1949,
being the resurrection really of the
previous year's Siskin and Collingwood
club on the station. The field for
membership covers all ships and establish
ments in the Portsmouth Area and in
consequence membership is only limited
by the facilities available

The chairman of this club is
Lieutenant Commander Coodhart (who
has been gliding with the Surrey Gliding
Club since October 1948) and its
secretary is Lieutenant Hayes. Member
ship, to date, is 20 officers, and 45 ratings
of whom 4 are Wrens.

So far flying has been restricted to
solo basic training, using winch launching.
The fleet, such as it is, consists of a
Primary Eon, a Cadet and a Grunau JIB.
\:v'hen the new season starts this spring
the club has high hopes of .
Well, rather than tempt fate, perhaps the
hopes had better remain nameless until
they become facts.

The Black-e;tp Gliding Club.

This club functions at Stretton 10

Lancashire with Captain Miers as its
president and Lieutenant Hardy as
secretary. Launching is by winch and the
fleet is one· Primary Eon and a half share
(with the Fulmar Club) in a Grunau.
It hopes very soon to have its own
Grunau.

The Fulmar Gliding Club,

Lossiernouth is the home of this club
which has Lieutenant (E) Leeson as it~
secretary. \Vinch launching is used with
a Primary Eon and the other half shar.e
of the Grunau mentioned ulQderBJack-cap.

The Gannet Gliding Club.

This club at Eglinton, Northern
Ireland, has Commander N. K. Cambell
as chairman and Lieutenant (E) Good
ridge as secretary. Launching of the one
Primary Eon 'is by auto-tow along the long
runways, although a winch should soon be
available.

Technical Adviser.

The R.N. Gliding aod Soaring
Association's technical adviser is Lieu
tenant Commander Sproule, who, being
the only person still in the Navy who was
really soaring before the last conflict,
deserves a paragraph on his own. Until
recently he was also secretary of the R.N.
Gliding and Soaring Association, b\Jt he
has induced Lieutenant Commander
Goodheart to take over the paperwork
while he gets on with real sound advice
to the various clubs.

Photo: Collingwood Begbie, Hove.

Seven Si$ters So<aringCliffs. A glider's
eye view.
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The Southdown Gliding Club

by w. F. Jordan.

A LITTLE more than a quarter of a
century ago the first successful soaring

flights 'in England were carried out a few
miles to the north-west of the present site
of the Southd'own Gliding Club, and in
the early twenties and agai,n in the eady
thirties the experience of pilots flying
above ,the Sussex Downs contributed' a
great deal to the early development of the
movement in Britain. Undulating hiUs
and a plentiiul supply of sui,tabkfields
were an ideal sctting for these pionecring
experime'nts; it was therefore to he ex
pected that aiter 1930, when the nation
wide interest in the sport led to rapid
increase in the number of prospective
pilots, this part of the country shou'ldl have
its full share of the new clubs then, being
formed. Of these, the only one in Sussex
to survive was the Southdown Club,
formed in 1932, into which several of the
others were eventually amalgamated.

Various locations on the northern
and southern slopes of the South Downs
have been tried in turn, but the present
site above the Seven Sisters at Friston has
been in use only during the past three
years. The only other site where an
agreement now exists for the use of land
as a launching point for gliders is the same
ridge over Firle where gliders participating
in the great Itford meeting of 1922 gave
?, decisive impetus to Ihe work of those
who believed that prolonged flights such
as had hitherto been confined to Germany
might be made in England.

Then, in a single week (roro October
16th 10 21 st, the pessimists who had
maintained that suitable sites in Britain
did not exist had their theories dramatic
ally disproved. On the final day a
Frenchman set up a neW world duration
record. The Daily Mail had offered
£ 1,000 for the longest flight, with the
proviso that it should not be less than
thirty minutes, but many lacked enough
confidence to hope that this minimum

qualification would be fulfilled. A large
crowd, however, gathered to watch the
attempt. Itford Hill is a spur on the
Downs, wi,th western and northern slopes,
facing towards Lewes from the head' of the
Ouse vall'ey leading to Newhaven, and
duril'lg much of the week the north
easterly wind' was barely sufficient for
those. who were deft and quick enough to
learn a new technique. On dle first day
it seemed that nobody would remain air'
horne for more than a minute or two.
Then, at the cnd' of the day, when many
of the spectators had already left for
home, A. H. G. Pokker had his glider
launched further east along the hill, near
Fide. and stayed in the air for 37 minutes
6 se~onds. As so often happens, ,the most
i'nteresting /light of the day was un
expected. F. P. Raynham on the followiJl1g
day did 1 hour 53 minutes and', on the
last day of a week that had been marked
by several expensive accidents to gliders,
Maneyrol flew for 3 hours 22 minutes.

Not every meeting was su,ch a success.
Nine years later, on October 3rd' and 4th,
1931, when a B.G.A. ,ontest was held at
the Southdown Club's first site at
Balsdean, the longest duration was 6
m,inutes 56 seconds and' the longest
distance 3 miles. But at 'least onc other
flight of historica'l interest was made from
Fide. In June, 1930, Kron feld made the
first long cross-country flight in England
when he almost reached Portsmouth in
his .. Wiell." Even today it would be
considered a remarkabte feat. There arc
several gaps in the South Downs along
what would otherwise be an easy cross
country route throughout Ihe year, and
Kronfeld was adding two of the most
difficult gaps by starting his journey on
the cast side of Lewes instead of to the
west. But the full measure of his achieve
r"ent can only be reckoned when it is
remem bered that for the sake of the
crowd that had come to see demonstrations
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of gliding he delayed his departure until
17 30 and did not land on Portsdown Hill
until nearly three hours later, when it was
almost dark.

About this time gliding was already
being organiz.ed in Sussex on a club basis.
The South down Skysailing Club was
formed in -1930; and the Southern
Counties Soaring Club, which became the
South down Gliding Club in 1932, was
formed in 1931 with over fifty members.
Its Chairman was R. F. Dagnall, father of
the .. Dagling," and the Vice-Chairman
was H. Verdon Roe who helped to found
the famous aeroplane company. The
Hon. Secretary at that time, and founder
of the Club, A. York Bramble, continued
in office until January, 1939; and since
that date he has, as a vice-president,
continued to take a close interest in the
Club's affairs.

The first sit s to be used were
Balsdean, north of Rottingdean and only
two r.1iles from the edge of Brighton, and
Ditch[ing Beacon. One may judge that
the former was reasonably adequate from
an account. which appeared in a
contemporary issue of The Times, of
C. J. Longmore looping the loop there on
November 29th, 1931. In 1933, by
which time the Club fleet included a
B.A.C. two-seater, a move had to be made
to Lancing; and two years later a hangar
was erected at the Dcvil's Dyke, to the
north-west of Brighton, which continued
to be used until the beginning of tl1e War.

The ground at the Dyke, like the
equipment located there, suffered unduly
from wartime dilapidations, and the few
members who have built the Cluh up
again discovered, in the ex-R.A.F. aero·
drome at Friston, a site that has not dis
appointed their expectations. The field,
on top of an exposed hill 320 feet above
se? level, possesses two level landing areas
of which the best is nearly a mile long.
Hill soaring is provided by a cliff rising
vertically from the sea and facing south
west; by a western slope, also adjacent to
the aerodrome, down to the Cuckmere
valley; and by a wooded slope facing
north on the other side of the Brighton
Eastbourne road. It is thus only in still

air or in an easterly wind that there is no
hope of hill soaring.

The cliff wil1, at its best, give soaring
up to about 1 000 feet above the aero
drome ; if the direction of the wiod allows
Biding Gap to be crossed, where the cliff
is less than 50 feet high, a 4-mile beat
will take a glider along the coast as far as
Beachy Head. The lift here and over
the much shorter west slope is almost
always exceptionally smooth. By contrast
the air over the wood to the north can be
rough and is much less reliable.

One by one the difficulties of
reconstituting what is mainly a week-end
club are being surmounted. At first a
small shed had to suffice for housing tbe
aircraft; then, in 1948, members dis
mantled the old hangar at Devi!'s Dyke
and rebuilt it in a chalk pit, below the
sky-line, at Friston. A winch was built
and another is uQder construction. The
aircraft are two S.G. 38's, a Cadet, two
Tutors, and a Slingsby T.21b two-seater.
The aim of 2500 launches a year was
achieved easily in 1949 but it is not
planned to raise this figure greatly until
the Club's position has been consolidated
by the completion of the present phase of
increasing capital epuipment to an
optimum level. Of the pre-war members
who still fly at the Club, and to whom
(.wch of the credit for its post-war
development is owed, one must mention
Ra~' Brigden, the C.FJ., and Johnny
BiUeness, aod the Chairman, S. G. Stevens.
The Club is very fortunate also in having
the support and advice of its President,
Air Marshal! Sit John Salmond.

Two changes are planned for the
coming year. Complete dual instruction
ab initio is to he tried and, if succe~sful,

will become a permanency; and soaring
at points farther from the sea, using a
trailer based at Friston, will explore the
possibilities of better thermal activity. In
connection with these plans, the Iypes of
aircraft owned will be suitably amended.
\Vhile Friston's unrivalled suitability for
training will continue to be exploited, it
is hoped this year to prove that the inland
sites provide thermals as readily as they
offer hill-lift.

W.F.J.
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Redhill- Beaulieu-Dorking

by Derek Reid
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a good analysis of

a very good. Right.

09 30, but owing to some delay in getting
;l'~craft serviceahle, I was not towed off
until 1105. Shortly after release art 11 19,
I found a thermal wh,ich took me to cloud
base at 4800 feet and, the cloud being
thin, I immediately headed towards Leith
Hill. The day was remarkable for the
number of columns of smoke which could
be seen going almo.t vertically upwards
;t1 the calm cond'itions.

A man burning hedge trimmings
near Holmwood provided the indicator for
the first thermal away from Redhill, lift
being strong and narrow.

A spell of easy soaring below in
creasing cumulus followed, cruising at 55
IOll/hr between thermals. I failed to make
good use of a thermal just east of
Haslemere, and wasted some time waiting
for thermals to come off the sandy soil of
Longmoor Camp. Being down to 1 600 ..
1 700 feet above the ground at this point,
it seemed foolish to continue further west
wards over some rather gren marshy
ground; aft'er a few minutes searching I
w~s rewarded by finding a very s~rong

thermal, which I lost for some minutes
about itnd tben found again. It seemed to be
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ON the 20th July, 1949, the Airmet
account of the situation prom:sed a

g00d soaTing day, with light westerly
winds tending to increase, as a weak warm
front approached the Midlands from the
wes~. The Larkhill ascent of 03 00 Z
showed that the convection would reach
6-7 000 feet before being damped out by
the subsidence inversion due to a weak
ridge over the country.

Tbis meant that one could reasonably
expect to reach Dover, but would not
have enough height to cross the Channel,
w'hile an out a"d retum flight in that
direction would be made difficult by the
wind increasi"g latN. It was therefore
decided to go westwards, keeping as far
south as possible in the hope that the
upper cloud would be thinner there than
on the route directly westwards towares
Andover.

Beaulieu WaS declared the goal for
an out and return flight-if completed,
th'is 134 mile flight would comfortably
break the ~ecord set up by Charles
Wingtield the previous year (Redhill
Welford-Redhill) .

Cumulus commenc.ed to form



composed of s~'eral narrow cores.
Another spell of simple soaring near

cloud base followed, and I put the speed
up to 65 mllhr between thermals as the
wind seemed to be blowing from the
south-west, though at less than 5 ml/hr.
The cloud apoeared to be very flat strato
cumulus, with very ragged edges, about
6/8 and 1 000 feet thick.

However, all good thingo come to an
end, and this easy period did w:th a
vengeance. To the south-west of
\Varnford the layer cloud cleared
completely, and a thin sheet of' low
medium cloud or high strato-cumulus at
about 7-8000 feet stretched some 15-20
miles further south-west where it also
cleared. A few very small patches of grey
cumulus, apparently much lower than that
which I had been using, relieved the
gloomy picture. They were at least 10
miles away, but the only thing to do
seemed to be to press on, hoping to
contact one of them.

A perfectly straight glide from 4 800
feet followed; at 2 500 feet an Auster,
G-AKIR, passing 300 feet below me on a
northerly heading. Ari 1 400 feet over
Botky, where there was a patch of
sunlight, hope revived and I got up to
2 100 feet again and then headed south
west where the shadows were rapidly
dispersing. After another period of
fumbling in patches of weak lift over the
Lowford area, a good thermal whisked us
up to cloud base at 3 900 feet, the cloud
having formed when we were about 1 000
feet below it.

Without a care in the world I crossed
Southampton Water, taking photographs
of a flying boat taking off from Hythe
and of one of the Queens-I forgot to
count the ntlmber of funnels.

On the other side Beaulieu aerodrome
could be seen in the distance beyond its
village. The air was deadly smooth, with
out a cloud in sight ahead. 'Ne passed
over Beaulieu Abbey at 1 000 feet, and
decided that we could just scrape in to
land by the control buildings. Then an
Auster appeared in the circu:t, and I
decided to land in the north-east COrner
to avoid obstruct.ing his approach. Some
gulls were circling over two small me res,
and at 600 feet I contacted good lift there
which took me up to 2 100 feet before
dying out. After flying over the hangars
and picking up another thermal which did
not go beyond 2 200 feet, I set off home
again, immediately noticing the improve
ment in performance when going down
wind, which was now about 10 mllhr
from the south-west.

I arrived at Hythe at 1 400 feet and
nearly lost tbe thermal I found there
through variometer trouble. The Weihe
carries two variometers, a Cobb-Slater and
a German Horn and as the green ball of
the Cobb-Slater had jammed at the top
of its tube while on aeratow, I had been
flying on the Horn. The green ball now
become unstuck and the two variometers
started a furious argument; I eventually
disregarded the Cobb-Slater and flew on
the Horn. We found later a leak in the
plumbing of the Cobb-Slater after a month

ATTE-MPTI::D OUT" R.E.TURN FLIGHT
RE.DHILL- B(.AULI(U

JULT 20- 19'19
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Reid, one of our very few soaring meteorologists, in the Surrey Weihe at the National
Contests.

of searchin~. The thermal took me to
3 200 feet and I recrossed Southampton
\Vater. Having tried without success to
work two more thermals on the other
side, the position really became critical
once more, the only hope being the un·
dulating rising ground ahead.

Navigation having temporarily gone
by the board, I can only surmise that it
was by the Swan more area that I found
myself flying up a spur, at about 3·4 000
feet abnve the ground, with an escape
\ralley with good fields in it to one side.
By the windward side of a wood there
was a puff of lift, but prospects seemed
better a little hJrther on, where some
bonfire smoke was going up. A hawk
war. also circling near this place and we
both w.ent round together for several turns
beiore he left it. Lift continued to
increase despite the hawks ideas on the
subject and I got back to cloud base at
3 900 feet having been well below this for
che previolls hour and a half.

The sky had completely changed
back to a healthy looking cumulus along
the line of the South Downs and beyond,
base 3 900 feet, tops about 6000 feet.
The lift became strong but variable. but
I could not manage to get into cloud.
Beyond Petersfidd the clouds lost their
cauliflower tops and began to spread out
into high strato·cumulus on top, which
increased until it almost co.vered the sky.

I headed for the Devil's Punchbowl
in the hope that it might be setting some·
thing off, but it was not until I had gone
a further three miles that the lift it had
caused appe'lred. In the next 18 minutes
I drifted 6 miles nearer home, circling in
puffs of very weak lift under a completely
covered sky of very dark high strato·
cumulus, from which occasional raindrops
fell and whicb, in several places, sllOwed
a ,!',lammatus structnre on its underside,
indicative of down cur,rents.

I commenced to sink once more just
north of Dunsfold and a long straight
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glide at 40 ml/hr followed. I prospected
Leith Hill on the way without avail, and
so continued to the eastern end, where
the best fields are and where 1 had picked
lip my first thermal of the morning.

We cleared the last ridge with 150
feet to spare, selected an uphill field round
the corner, did a long straignt approach,
but with a little too much dive brake:
the port wing lightly brushed a hawthorn
bush and we ended up 100 yards from the
hedge with 200 yards uphill to the far
hedge. An undershoot, but my first
outlanding in the Weihe and proof
positive that it can be put down in a
small. space.

John Jackson, who had done his
silver C HOSS country to Lympne in the
afternoon af\d had been aerotowed back
came with Lorne to retrieve me. Both he
and Dave' Scallon, who had also soared
to tympne, had found good cumulus with
a base around 5 000 feet as they went to
the east.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The lower minimum sinking speed of
the \Veihe compared to the Olympia was
very noticeable, enabling weak 'lift to be
used.
2. I went the wrong way. It· should
have been well possible to return against
the light wind. In the west the soaring
conditions steadily deteriorated, and three
sep.arat·e zones of cloud conditions can be

derived from the log: a very approximate
cross sec·tion has been d.rawn on the
barograph chart to illustrate this.

At first conditions were well repres'
entpcl hv the L.arkhill ascent of 09 00,
which shewed an inversion at 790 milli·
h~rs. !i"liting cloud tops to some 7 000
fPpt. where' they tended to spread out.
The tops gradually lowered south'west·
wards with ~ patchv layer of higher strato·
cunllllus above. Them in a belt of inter·
tn.edia~e air, which may have had its
hum i r1ity incre~sed by pa.ssage over. the
spa. the cloud base lowered to 3 900 f,.et.
On mv way out there were only a few
small isol~.ted cumulus forming in this
7.one. b"t later this same moister air gave
rise to the swelling cumulus with the same
base 'lVer the Petersfield area.

In the third zone over Beaulieu the
top of the convective laver lowered to
2 20D fe~t and the thermals did not reach
condpnsation level so no clouds formed.

On mv return the conditions im·
proved a.pain and some of the cumulus
nst of Petersfield must have broken
through the inversion to give rise to the
small shower which r passed through near
DlI.nsfold and which prohably w~s the one
which gave a slight form ot rain at
Dorking about half an hour after r had
l,nded.
3. After Mythe on the return flight I
lnet two areas of weak lift and did not
stay to work them. with the result that I
nearly came unstuck inexcusably.

BALANCE. SHEET AND AVERAGES.

Out
T{ehJrn

CU:\'IBlNG.
Rate of climb
ft./min. ft./sec.

16 800 ft. in 132 mins. 128 213
S 050 ft. in 71 mins. 114 1.90

Out
Return

DESCENDING.
Rate of descent
ftfmin. ft.!s"..:

1H 400 ft. in 109 mins. 160 2.82
9 860 ft. in n mins. 137 2.28

Total 24 850 ft. in 203 mjos. 122 2.04
Aerotow 3 800 ft.

Total 28 260 ft. in 181 mins. 156 2.60
390 ft. height of landing.

28 650 ft. 28 650 ft.

67 miles in 241 mins. -16.6 mI./hr.
59 miles in 1'4:'\ mins. -24.8 ml.Jhr.

126 miles in :'\84 mins. -19.7 ml.Jhr.

Outward
Homeward
Total

It is of interest to sec that ,,,hen allowance has heen made for the differeDt heights
covered the time spent climbing was 1.5 times that (lescending on the oLltward trip and
1.2 on the return.
AVERAGE SPEEDS.
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FLIGHT LOG.
Time Mins. I Height

IDistance
since sinee Height gained

Obs. Time relea.se last Feet or
No. B.s.T. hrs. min. obs. A.S.L. lost :\'Jiles POSITION

1 11 05 - - 200 - - Take off Redhill.
2 11 19 - - 3 800 3 600 - Release over aerodrome.
3 11 28 9 <) 4 800 +1 000 - Set course.
4 11 38 19 10 2 600 -2200 7.3 Holmwoocl Park.
5 11 52 33 14 4 900 +2 300 - -

6 11 57 38 5 4 400 - 500 10.8 Leith Hill tower.
7 12 02 43 5 5 300 + 900 - -
8 12 12 53 10 3 400 -1 900 19.2 1 mile north of Duos-

fold.
9 12 18 59 6 4 900 +1 500 ~ -

10 12 24 1 05 6 3 800 -1 100 236 4 miles east of Hasle-

I
mere.

l! 12 31 1 12 7 2 900 - 900 25.6 2 miles ·cast of Hasle-
I I nlcrc.

12 12 43 1 24 12 4 600 +1 700 -~_. -
13 13 00 1 41 17 2 100 -2500 32.4 Longmoor Camp.
14 13 15 1 56 15 5 100 +3 000 - -
15 13 21 2 02 6 4 300 - 800 _. -

16 13 2/l 2 09 7
5 100 1+ /lOO 40 Bas·ing Park.

17 13 35 2 16 7 4400 -' 700 - -
18 13 40 2 21 5 4 800 + 400 - -
19 13 43 2 24 3

4000 [

800 - -
20 13 46 2 37 3 3 700 - 300 - -

21 13 58 2 39 12 4 SOU +1 100 - \Varnford area.
22 14 10 2 51 12 2 500 :2 300 - -
23 14 16 2 57 6 4 400 -1 100 , 53.6 Botley.
24 14 22 3 03 6 2 100 1+ 700 , - -
25 14 45 3 26 23 3 900 !+ 1 800 I 56 Lowford (Bursledon

600 1-3
Towers\.

26 15 02 :I 43 17 300 66 Ponds to nort.h-east 01
BealJll,eu Aerodrome.

27 15 ()4 3 55 12 2 100 [+ 1 500 -- -

28 15 20 4 01 () 2 200 + 100 67 Turning point.
29 1.5 33 4 14 13 3 200 +1 000

i

74 Hythe (having been
! down to 1400 left)

30 15 59 4 40 20 <)fJO
I-2300 856 Swanmore.

31 16 13 4 54 14 3 900 +3 000 87 Clouclbasc.
32 16 22 5 03 <) 2 600 -1 300 92.2 East ~lcon.
33 16 33 5 14 11 2 900 + 300 94 Langrish.
34 16 40 5 21 7 3 400 + .500 96 South of l'etersfield.
35 16 43 5 24 3 3 950 1+ 500 97 Cloud base 1 mile south-

east of Petersfield.
36 16 53 5 34 10 1 700 -2 250 t03 i\lillan.d area.
37 16 57 5 37 4 3 200 +1 500 - -
38 17 00 5 41 3 :2 600 - 600 1086 Devils Punch Bowl.
38a 17 07 5 48 7 :2 300 - 300 112 SandhiHs.
39 17 25 6 06 J8 3 000 + 700 114.6 1 mile north-west of

Dunsfold.
40 17 35 6 16 10 1 500 -1 500 121.6 ' ? miles west of Leith1-

I I I Hill Tower.
41 17 43 6 24 8

I
390 i-I 110 126.3 ILanded Chadhurst Cot-

i tage, Coldharb:lm-
I Lane. Dorking-.I I
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The Newcastle Gliding

by S. C. O'Grady.

Club

'THE Editor has asked for a short post
war history of our club and its aims

for the future.
History should be either amusing or

iostruct:ve. We have been little amused
,~ince 1945 therefore this story from the
North will give for the benefit of others
our mistakes, our failures and our linle
triumphs.

There are Iifles from Paradise Lost
or the Aeneid that would describe our
earlier wanderings through the miasmic
negations of ,government departments.
with our good flying field lying idle and
empty in their clutches. Not until it was
taken over by a contractor, with whom we
Quickly and easily calne to terms, did we
resume flying training, and then only for
a few months as he soon required it for
h:s own purposes.

So from 1945 until August 1948 we
""ere Ishmae1ites: gipsving at Hartside.
a little aero towing at Wools;ngton, and
planting our aircraft 70 miles away with
the co';rtesy of the Yorkshire Club.

All such activities being inevitablv
Pmited to the few members who had
soaTing, qualifications.

Much hard work coupled with some
pleasant soaring was put in at Hartside
testing various sites as a trainin g ground,
but we were forced to the conclusion that
the district is far too difficult to develop
for anything but a casual site for occasion
al west wind visits and for Helm wind
investigations.

One sUl:cessful venture in training
during our IshmaeIite years must be
recorded. At Easter 1948 we ran a fort
night's camp partlv at Sutton Bank and
Dartly at the neighbouring aerodrome of
Womb1eton. During this period we
trained entirely on a T 21 two-seater, and
we were fortunate enough to cont;nue i,t
on occas:onal weekends for some months
aT Surtton Bank, than ks to the courtesy
of those who c,ontro! the T 21 at the
Yorkshire Club.

This venture taught us :

(i) The immense value of dual
instruction.

(Li) Its popularity.

(iii) The a,dvantages of dual instruc
tion from a flat site using high
launches.

In the meantime ~he frustrations of
our neg06ations with government depart
I'")ents were beginning to yield to some
thin'! more than hopefvl. and in August
1948 we entered formally, if with rather
't1ncertain tenure, on Morpeth aerodrome
with an excellent hangar, a dltlb house
and fine runways.

No doubt, as the Buddhists say, we
acauired merit during our years of denial:
at least we acquired a little wisdom; from
"rlvate firms and individuals (especially
farmers, quick and effel;tive decisions can
J-w obtained: in dealing with government
rleDartirlents IIse some sort of contact man,
jt~s no _l!~J'il1le for amateurs.

At Morpeth all the enthusiasm leash
eri for so JTlany years burst out and broke
through the thousand and one snags
which all members of gliding dubs blOW

only too wen to need reitera6ng here.
During the following winter the

bartl~ of two-seater training was waged
. a."d WO". In April 194'9 We got delivery
of our T 21 and have had a crash free
record of club aircraft since. We have
learnt that autO-bowing is the cheapest,
and quickest method of launching. \\7e
use a not so hard solid S"teel wire and
parachute. (This is not the place to go
into detailed technical particulars).

Since dual training has been adopted
the imorovement in flying has been very
noticeahle. It has not proved so sound
financially as we had anticipated, btlt we
feel that ~his is dlle to many faults in
organization which have now been weeded
out, and to the fact that hitherto we have
not encouraged passenger flying. Those
faults had to be dealt with iirst. We
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considered it a poor policy to advertise
passenger flights without a sound flight
organiza~ion.

One other point we failed on : we
did not realize that the T 21 required a
forty horse power c.ar to launch it satis
factorily in a calm; this we put right with
the purchase of a Rolls.

Now for the social side: thanks to
the foresight and work of those officials
who were in Newc'\stle during the war
we emerged in 1945 very sound financ
ially, but with no home of any SOl't. So,
we secured a house in the centre of
Newcastle. Here there are workshop an,d
store room accommodation, a yard for
trailers, plen", of recreation and com
mittee rooms, and, of course, a bar.

11 Lovaine PlaCe! held us together
and kept our morale flying during our
dark days of no flying training (and very
difficult soaring). Now it is the seat of
our social and managerial activities. The
workshop has been a disappointment.
The management ant,icipated that dam
aged patts would quickly be repaired in
the evenings. This has not proved to be
the case. It may be a fault in organ
ization.

About our aims ,for the future. We
propose concentratin g on our flat site, C

certificates being taken from auto tows or
aero tows into thermals. For silver C
distance we m ust use winds other than
westedy, but we are hoping for the tri
angular course on calm, unstable day·s.
Duration may be a problem. For to long
distance aspirants there are the unstable
north easterlies and perhaps north-wester
lies of the spring and early summer. Our
first aim, now nearly achieved, is efficient
launching equipment for the two seater
and solo a'ircraft. 'We have srill to think
out sorneway of keeping soaring aircraft
on the move without interfering with the
two seater and solo training aircraft.

Records of activities are invidious, blut
perhaps, bearing in mind Qur long years
of endurance without a field, ours may
bear publishing.
Post war to 31. 10. 49. T 21 over 1 000
launches and 80 hollrs Solt:> 900 launches
and 212 hours anG 660 shdes (the last
named have been abandoned since the
arrival of T 21). 3 silver C duration, 3
silver C height. 1 silver C distance and
2 silver C completed. There were various
other flights of interest or amusement, an
upside down flight in a cumulus, a silver
distance by hedge hopping, several wave
flights an,d many, many soaring flights just
for the pleasure of blue sky, white cumuli,
and silence.

Prospecting at Hartside. The Newcastle Gliding Qub with their Olympia.
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Handley Page Gliding Club
by Peter Rivers.

THE Allied "ictory in World War II
was not many days old before gliding

and soaring began to attract the attention
of a group of employees of Handley Page
Ltd, and with the enthusiastic encourage
ment of Sir Frederick Handley Page, a
committee was elected in December 194j
to investigate ways and means of launch
ing the H.P.G.C. Messrs. Handley Page
Ltd agreed to the use of Radlett aero
drome and offered hangar space. Sir
Frederick has been the club's patron sil1c.e
its conception and it was through his
financial help that two Hawkridge
Daglings were ordered and an ex-halloon
winch procured in the summer" oi 1946.
The severe winter of 1946-47 delayed
conversion of this, and it was not until the
early summer of 1947 that the club held
its first flying meeting.

Under the tUition of an ex-A.T.C.
B certificate instructor, so much progress
was made (2 500 launches with no
da mage but broken rudder bars) that it
was SOO'1 obvious that more advanced
aircraft were essential. and in March 194~

a Cadet and a Tutor were bought from
the London Gliding Club.

It was soon after this that one of the
Daglings was written off, and in spite oj
several abortive schemes to turn bits into
a ground slider, its remains have come in
useful only as spares.

In May 1949 an opportunity to buy
a Scud HI at an extremely reasonable
price arose, and onc week-end, three club
members journeyeu from Radlett to Fleet
wood, Lanes, to collect it by car. Much
could be written of this non-stop there
wd-back journey, induding /ir~t exper
iences of towing a glider trailer at night,
but the pleasure in having, at last, a
really soarable aircraft offset any minor
discol11 fort "nd loss of sleep that the long
trip entailed. The Scud was not long
with the dub, however, as in August last
it was swopped for a Rhonbuzzard, the
swopper being very keen on fitting an
engine to the Scud-as in its original
design. This was not, however, before

the first thermal flights had been made
irom Radlett.

In the summers of 1948 and 1949,
visits were made to Dunstable with the
Cadet and Tutor ('48) and the Scud and
Buzzard ('49) in order to gain soaring
experience only obtainable as thermaJ
flights from Radlett.

Apart frum the Dagling write-off,
major damage has been done to the
second Dagling once, and the Cadet and
Tutor twice each. One of the latter
accidents being due to a gust overturning
the parked aircraft.

For security reasons, only em ployee-s
of Handley Page LLd are allowed on to
the aerodrome, and hence in the olub;
but there have been open days held twice
-once in Septem ber 1948 when the
Hermes was demonstrated to the firm's
employees and their families, and again in
June this year on the occasion of the 40th
Anniversary of the founding of Handley
Page Ltd. On this latter day some
members of the London Gliding Club
were the guests of the club.

The club's greatest difficulty, apart
from the financial one which is ever
present, has been in making good, small
repairs and in general maintenance of
equipment. It has enough technical talent
in its ranks, drawn from the finn's
design offices" to draw up modifications
and repair schemes, but the main task of
carrying out the work falls on the
enthusiastic few who iorm the hard core
of the club.

In spite of this, however, the club is
likely to continue to function reasonahly
efficiently and safely; the Dagling still
has a stream of everchanging pilots, which
behoves well for the future.

A photographic record of the cluh's
activities ;s constantly being added to,
both in still and movie, monochrome and
colour--in fact we have reason to believe
that, even if it is difficult to recognise
another Philip \Vills in our midst, Cecil
Beaton and J. Arthur Rank come
nowhere!
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The London Gliding Club

by Dudley Hisco,x.

THE London· Gliding Club, besides
being the largest, is the oldest in the

country.
After a brief nomadic existence, it

became permanently established below
DunstabJe powns, Beds, 32 miles north
west· of London, and has .lust conlpleted
its 20th year.

The site consists of some 130 acres,
the freehold of which the Club owns
unencllmbered. Whipsnad~ ZOO IS a
neighbour.

The permanently constructed club
house, hangar and workshops ue of \iery
interesting. aod modern architectural
design. Th ey are th e work of th elate
Christopher Nicholson, M.A., F.R.l.B.A.,
and were feattlred in the Architectural
Review, of June; 1936

There is accom modation for 14 to 16
fully rigged gliders and sailplanes.

The fully equipped club restaurant
seats 60; there are changing rooms with
hot and cold running water, adequate
offices and a garage for club vehicles.

Another IQ to 12 sailplanes,
syndicate owned, ar·e kept in trailers on
the club's grounds.

In separate buildings there are dorm y
houses to sleep 40 members or more. One
is reserved for ladies and is electrically
heated.

Another permanent building houses
a second workshop. This is rented to an
aircraft 6.rm, and repairs and major over
hauls can be carried out on the spot.
Temporary buildings shelter another 6
to 8 de-rigged machines, and provide
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accommodation for syndicate members
wishing to do work of adjustment on
their machines.

A good concrete road provides access
to the dQb buildings from the Icknield
Way, a mile out of Dunstable in the
Tring direction. The Downs rise a
quarter ofa mile in front of and to the
East of the hangar, the intervening space
being part of the 90 acre landing and
launching ground. These Downs are part
of the Chihern range of hills, gmS$
covered, with an escarpment facing west
north-west, only 250 feet higher than the
launching place and 850 feet above sea
level. These deflect winds ftom south
west to north-north'west, and provide
smooth lift for ridge soaring up to 800
feet above the launchinR point. The chalk
sub-soil quickly dries and warms in the
sun, giving rise 'to abundant thermal
activity. Thus the site is an excellent
springboard for cross country flights of
up to 100 miles, which is the distance to
the sea coast in an easterley direction.
Starting from here one pilot exceeded the
distance by crossing the Channel to
France. No doubt otbers will follow.

For aero·tow launching on days when
there' is no wind, or when it is off the hill,
arrangements have been made with the
Flying Clubs at Luton Airport and Elstree
Aerodrome.

The landing groU1ld a.t Dunstable is
traversed by two 800 yards grass run ways,
12 yards wide, running in south'east' to
north'west and south-west to north'east
directions. These were made primarily
to facilitate winch cable. retrieving but
they also provide good landing strips for
light aireraft. However, pilots are advised
to have a good look first as the te.rrain is
not level.

A separate winch line is run fQr
ab·initio training and this side of the
c1ub:s activity receives the constant and
careful attention of th;: permanent stacff.

This staff consists of two highly
qualified glider majntenance engineers and
a professional instructor who works under
the honorary' Chief Flying Instructor.

The C.F.I., has some sixteen years
gliding experience, is a categoried R.A.F.

Instructor, and an Examiner Instructor of
The British Gliding Association.

In ?ddition to the professional
instructor, he has experienced members as
assistants. All work to. clearly set out
Flying Regulations ,and use the .. patter"
of the club's syllabus of instruction.

The restaurant is staffed and run by
an independent caterer, and there is a
club stewardess in charge of the well
appoinrted bar.

Membership of the club has steadily
increased since it recommenced flying
after the war. It now stands at 250
flying members and 30 associate or non
flying members.

There is an entrance fee for flying
members of £5 5 0., but no entrance
fee for associate members.

The annual subscription rates are
£6 6 0., ,and £2 2 0, respectively.

The club year is from February 1st
to January 31st.

The registered office of the
London Gliding Club (Pty) Ltd., and of
London Sailplanes, Ltd., the owners and
operators, are both at 22, Half Moon
Street, W.l., and the Secretary is Arthl,lr
Sweet, F.e.A.

Flying operations, equipme.nt, maint
enance and the enrolment of members are
controlled from DiJnstable. The Honor
ary Assistant of Flying Secretary on the
site is Geoffrey Carter, and the telephone
number is Dunstable 419.

Members joining in the middle of
the year pay a proportional subscription
and visitors who are members of clubs
affiliated to Associations of the Feder
tion Aeronautique Internationale can
become temporary members for a matter
of £2 2 O.

Daily flying .charges are equally
reasonable, likewise those for meals and
sleeping accommodation.

Club members do probably 80%
of their flying at week'ends, although
facilities are available for mid week flying
except on Tuesdajls.

InstruetiQnal courses of 12 days
duration are organized during the summe1'
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months and follow each other eve'ry few
weeks. For efficiene-y of instruction, these
are limited to 16 to 20 members. They
are open to temporary members and cost
£18-£20 all in, flying, meals, and
sLeeping accommodation.

The ·dub fleet consists of twelve
machines, primaries, open and nacelled;
Kadet and Tutor secondaries; Grunau,
Gull I, Prefect and Gull IV sailplanes:
also a Type 21 two-seater.

Three powerful winches provide the
means of getting into tbe air. One of
these winches has two drums of cable for
" quick-lire" launching and permits the

two cables to be retrieved together. Four
stripped cars are provided for retrieving
on the club ground, and there is a light
lorry for use on the public highway. Two
club trailers are maintained for retrieving
from cross country flights, and p~trol is
held for the purpose.

A clue to the inte:nsi~re activity of
this club is .contained ill the stat~ment of
fig,ures for 1949 up to the e-nd of October.
This shows that 9 693 launches have been
made and 2 116 hours 42 minutes flown
in soaring flight in ten months.

The soci.al activity of the club is
another strong feature. T.he bar is the
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1'l. London Glidin g Gazette iscirculat>
ed to members each month, keeping them
informed of what is happening at their
dub and propagating factual information.

rendez-vous of those with lines to shoot
and problems to discuss. The lounge with
a library of book,s and magazines .is avail
able for those ,;eeking quieter relaxation.

As previously indicated a large
number of members sleep at the club on
Saturday night, and on those evenings
there is usually some form of organized
party. These. fl!lnet"ions alternate between
scientific lectures, seriol'J~ musical evenings,
films and Tramps Balls with a hot jazz
orchestra.

The building of the Club to its
present size and accummulation of assets
has not beeR done without very consider
able and iAtensive appliution of thought
and energy by a goodly number of
enthusiasts. Many obstacles have had to
be overcome, financial aml otherwise.
Undoubtedly the father of the Club was
J. R. Ashwell-Cooke, a dynamo of energy,
ably assisted and kept on the straight and
narrow by Major Henry Petre, D.S.O.,
M.C., pioneer aviator and astute lawyer,
and by Marcus Manton, another pioneer
airman, who was the Club"s first C.F.L,
or Captain, as he was then called.

The Club's original glider, a prima.ry,
was acquired by bartering blue prints
obtained from Germany for a complete
machine, one of a batch made by the
R. F. Dagna:l Co., of Guildford.

Ea.rly capital was acquired by invest
ing the Club's one and only £5 in leaflets
(with membership application forms)
extol!ing the Club's exceHence, and
having them distributed to spectators at
the Daily Express Gliding demonstration
on the South Downs. This brought in
20 to 30 members with entrance fees and
subs.cTiptions. Later a film company
wanted the loan of a glider and pilot for
a movie entitled "No Lady." Ashwell
Cooke had t.he. effrontery to ask a fee of
.£150 plus exp<:nses, and got it for the
Club!

The
memb<:rs

original hangar,
them se.lves, was

erected by
a sectional

building, and bought on the never
never" system. Club finances were
strained to the utmost to find the initial
depos;t. The luxury of a hangar, or
rather the removal of the necessity to rig
and de-rig wire-braced machines, soon
brought in new members and doubled the
dub's flying activity. The £100 odd that
the hangar cost was paid off in a year and
another bought. From this it seemed
clear that the wav to develop a gliding
club was first to provide the facilities,
then rnem bers would come along. This
policy has been successfully pursued at
the London Gliding Club ever since.

\Vhen the Club was trying to find a
way to raise £150 for a wooden cluhhouse.
e. gentleman applied at the London Office
for the rif!hts to install !' fruit machines."
Two year'~ rent in advance was asked and
ohtained, clearing that financial hurdle!
The. sequel was an order from the Pali,e
a couple of months later for the machines
to he removed, or else!

The farmer renting the ground
sought increased rent as we appeared to
prosper. It was then Espin Hardwick
stepped in, bought the land, and rented
it to the cluh at the farmer's original
£50 per annum, hut with an option to
purchase at cosE.

Finance for the erection of the
permanent hangar, clubhouse and work
shop came from the Bank, supported oy
e. collection of separate guarantees ranging
from £50 to £500. Major Shaw of
Slingsby's and Green's, the Luton
hrewers, both stood for £500.,-cIuh
members took UP the rest. Then the pre
war gliding subsidy came along. Al
though the Trustees would not agree to
subsidize social amenities, i.e., clubhouse
and hu.nkhouse, the advance they made
considerably lessened the capital outlay
of the club. The surplus credit was used
to exercise the option to purchase the
land and some more besides.

About this time the Government
paid per capita for Air Defence Cadets to
be given courses in gliding. Again we
applied the principle of providing adequate
facilities in advance,. buildimg two bunk
houses and taking on two full time
instructors. The courses were money
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~pinners and enabled the bank overdraft
to be reduced.
I
: Then came the war and soon the
;requisitioning of OUr land, premises and
gliders.

The money paid us for the fleet of
glidcr~ enabled the balance of the over
draft to be liquidated and the guarantors
released. The rent paid for the premises
left a modest balance after paying out
goings, incl.uding the running of a temp·
orary clubhouse at Totternhoe throughout
all the war.

For some obscure reason a requisit
ioned winch, although paid for, was never
taken aw~v. and a pair of Tutor wings
were also left us. During the latter part
of the war Frank Enser built a fuselage
for the Tutor wings from A.T.C., draw·
ings. This Tutor and the forgotten winch
was the equipment with which we opened
up again after the war, augmented by
three or four privately owned machines
that had survived. These were flown in
defiance of the ban on civilian flying and
we. think drew attention to the sense·
lessness of the ban. Anyway it was lifted
soon after.

Meanwhile the club premises. still
requisitioned, had become a cage for
prisoners of war. Although it was a
year later before they were de-requisition
ed the Army Authorities very sportingly
permitted us to llse the hangar for the few
machines we had.

With the release of the premi<es
came our claim for dilapidations. We had
been careful to have prepared a schedule
at the rime the buildings were taken over.
Another survey was made upon regaining
possession. The Authorities treated the
Club generously, even making an advance
while the claim was under negotiation.

The work of restoration was put in
the capable hands of Lawrence Wright,
and he showed extraordinary ingenuity
and economy io the matter. As a result
the Committee felt justified in using a
nroportion of the compensation payment
for the acquisition of flying equipment.
Again the result was an influx of new
members whose entrance fees enabled
more gliders to be purch'lsed.

/

Dudley Hiscox in the cockpit of his
lovely vamished Olympia. He is the
Chairman of the London Gliding Club
and one of the mainstays of British gliding.

Of the post war developments only
the cost of the burial of the power lines
on the South boundary has not been met
out of funds on hand. The £1 200 this
ran to has been loaned to the club by the
Kemsley Flying Trust.

As to future developments, it can
be stated that the main aim of the
Committee is to provide adequate, and
reliable, and safe flying facilities for club
members who journey to the DunstabJe
site, combined with comfortable, enjoy
able, and ine:tpensive clubhouse amenities.

The Club Flying Regulations and Instruc
tions are published by the London Gliding
Club in book form at 2/6.. plus 3d.,
postage, and form a useful source of
reference and guidance to any new club.
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230 miles In the spnng easterlies

Philip Wills regains the
British distance record by
racing from Hatfield to
Gerrans on Sunday May

1st, 1949.

THIS was not a flight that was planned
to the last detail before take-off. On

the Saturday night a chance-heard news
bulletin mentioned a fine Sunday .with
north-easterly winds, and it crossed my
mind it might be a day for a dash to
Cornwall. But it was by. no means a
highly unst;ible weather outlook, and
when I awoke 00 the Sunday morning it
was cloudless but hazy, and I didn't
trouble to get up before a luxurious
breakfast in bed.

I had, of course, for a long time
realised that, living as I was near Maiden
head, my only chance for a crack at
regaining Charles Wingfield's distance
record was to wait for a good north-cast
day and get an aero-tow from White
Waltham far enough upwind to give me
more than a 220 mile run down to
Cornwall. This involved a tow of about
30 miles as far as Hatfield. It also in
volved taking a chan'Ce on a good day,
and taking off about half-hour before
thermals developed, so as to release at the
right place and time to make the full use
of the day and the geography.

And so on May 1st 1949, I got out
of bed at 9 30 and suddenly got the urge:
rushed to the wireless and turned on
Airrnet, just missed the forecast-no
time to wait for another.

We dashed to the aerodrome, madly
rigged, sealed three barographs (two for
tbe Weihe, one for the tug), sorted out
maps, chocolate to eat on the way, sponge
bag, no oxygen-not that sort of day
clued up with the tug pilot, and at 11 20
breathlessly left the ground. It was a
cloudless blue day, rather hazy, north-east
wind about 25 mIlhr. The prospect
looked distinctly unfavourable.

On the tow to Hatfield, we slowly
climbed to 1 600 feet and although the
tug bounced up and down a bit in broken
vertical currents.. we never encountered
any really sound area of lift.

At 11 50, just east of Hatfield
aerodrome, I cast off at 1 600 feet and
turned back to what had seemed a slightly
hopeful area of broken air.

At 1200 I was circling in broken air
at 1 000 feet over some houses, preparing
to land at Radlete. The air was a complete

In the shallow soarable laye.r of the unstable spring easterJies there was not mucl

thel'e striding the giant sreppinll
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mess: one met areas of broken ups and
downs, red and green balls all ove'r the
place. It was as if it was suffering from
severe indigestion, rumbling and belching
to and fro and up and down in discomfort
and getting nowhere.

A disgusted voice said in my ear
.. What a day!" It was me. But then
I found I had gained lOO feed in the
eructations and it looked a? if I might
ma.ke Lelvesden. So I set myself the
humble ta.sk of ~etting somehow as far
back as White Waltham a.nd so saving a
retrieve. And as I struggled I started to
compile a balance sheet, using my 1938
flight over much the same course in
Minimoa from Heston to St. Austell, as
a yardstick.

Anti :-It was a much less favourable
day-then I had cloud-streets from
horizon to horizon which started at 10 30
and I was on my course by 11 30. It
might be, howe\/er, that my difficulties
now were s;mply a measure of my luck in
assessing the day, I had caught it at the
earliest possible moment, and it would
develop later on.

Pro :-1 had a faster and better
machine.

Pro :-1 knew the course back to
front-geography, geology, meteorologic
al soecialities and all. I had flown it in
parts several times since 1938. I had,
therefore, ruled on my map a line rather
south of the true course, from Hatfield to
Maiden Newton, north-west of Dorchester,
which took me over high or rolling, dry
country all the way and avoided the
Blackmore Vale, then more westerly to
the coast at Bridport, then using the sea
breeze effect along the cliffs from Bridport
to Exmouth, then the south slopes of
Dartmoor to Plymouth-then-what?

Every time I had flown that course
before I had been stumped by the Cornish
coast, and so has everyone else I know of.
Once I tried it for a sea-breeze effect on a
cloudless evening, and another time for
c10udlift when beautiful cumulus were to
be seen. Each time I came steadily down.
Well, if we got so far we should have to
see.

Pro : (or anti)? I was eleven years
older. More cunning possibly, but a good
deal more repressible.

Near Watford some more aerial
eructations kept me between 1 000 and
1 200 feet and I drifted over Watford,
having to spend most of my time keeping
an eye on possible forced landing fields.
For quite a time a landing near Ricl"1T1ans
worth seemed inevitable then a bit of
height brought Denham aerodrome within
range.

.. The burblings now seemed to go up
a few hundred feet and over the sky
Londonwards a few small flat cumulus
started to form very high.

GraduarIy I made height and soon
began to think "lf time-and speed. It
was tricky without any cloud overhead, to
decide whether a bit of broken lift had
petered out or whether I had simply lost
it through bad circling, but I assumed
conditions would improve only slowly. and
in each succeeding area of lift I only
persevered to gradually increasing maxima
-I 200 feet over Watford, 1 400 feet
over Rickmansworth, 1 600 feet over
Denham. But these are the sort of heights
from which one usually begins to look for
a landing, not dream of breaking distance
records.

Near Slough I reached 3000 feet
and now decided to overfly White
Waltham and have a bang at it. 3 500

Hj,.
- \ _. . IKm

j!~
margin for errors, Wills made: none. Having got to the top of the layer he stayed

stones of 35 thennals to Cornwall.
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Philip WlIIs in his Weiheat th~ NoniQnal Cc;mtesu this year which he wQn decisively.
He h0lds' t,he British height and 10ng distance recQrd" He is the seniQr pilo~ of oUr

natiQnal team.

feet at White Waltham, 29 miles in 50
minutes, 3,600 at Woodley-35 miles in
an hour. Not bad for the first a,nd pre
sl!Jmably worst hom. Hurry, hu,rry. Up
curn,n~s now up to 5 ft. sec., not much to
hoast about, but cruising between
thermals incr.eased to 50 mllhr. A few
cumulus now forming overhead, vcry
hilZh, base about 6000 feet.

And so it went on for another four
hours, Lift r~rcly over 5 ft sec., average
height around 4 500 feet, once just topped
5 000 feet, still flat near cloud-base, but
no time to climb higher. Hurry, hurry,
cruising speed up to 58 mllhr and in lift
of less than 3 ft sec I went straignt on,
reducing speed to 40 mllhr. r couldn't
have more than 6 hours for the flight, so
all would be wasted if I couldn't average
just short of 40 mllhr. This was a race,
and invoh:ed racing technique.

But as far as PlymQuth everythiflg
went according to plan, I was never two
miles off my pre-planned course, Sea
breeze lift from Bridport to Exmouth as
ordered.

At Nevllon Abbott the day started
to die, I climbed as hilZh as possible
under a largi,h n"ess of dying cumulus and
set. off downwind into a fading sky. I
reached Plymouth at 3 600 feet and
dim bed in it, thermal to 4 300 feet.
DQwnwind was a hazy, cloudless evening
sky,

Only one thing for it, perhaps this
time. Cornwall would produce a, sea-breeze
effect. At 3 600 feet over the clirffs of
Whitsand Bay I found nemra] lift, and
with hardly a circle flew quietly at 38
r"J/hr along the cliffs for nearly 25
minutes without loss of height. Past
Fowey I cut across the Bay towards
Falmouth, the record was in the bag, but
each mile now cotlt1ted,

I reached the far coast at 1 200 feel
and still found slight lift, reducing my
sink to 1 ft sec.

I3ut the rivermouth at Falmouth is
"'idc, and If I were to cross it I would
"rrive at the far side with about 250 feet
in which to find' a field. So fro III 900
feet r slipped down to a landing at
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Gerran3 at 5 50 p m. Exactly 6 houls,
approximately 230 miles, average' speeJ
over 38 mllhr. A race.

A car drew up as I landed. It was
the local taxi on the way to the nearest
railway station at St. Austell. The driwr
uncl his passenger helped me to de-rig ancl
I hupped in.

For once I really felt that I had cx
tracted,the utmost out of a particular day.
H I had succeeded in ~l;' rting earlie: I
should almost certair.ly have failed to
remain airborne; I don't believe it was
possible to carry on after I had landed.

\Vhat to learn from this flight?
Mainly that the performance of the
modern sailplane is now so good that on
a quite moderate day one can traverse this
island almost from coast to coast.

\Vhat we need now, therefore, in our
next breed is-improved handiing and
stability. and cheaper methods of con
struction. More impcrtant still, we need
an advanced two-seater in which more
people can more quickly be trained to the
pitch when they can use the potentialities
of their aircraft to the full.

Lastly, practise in racing technique at
our future gliding competitions is
required.

Gloucester Gliding Club
IN the balmy summer months there

were 1 050 winch launches, and a fair
cmp of certificates. Mvch unrewarded
effort has beeo put in on maintenance and
field duties, although our equipment is
still not as efficient as it might be.
Worley, Chown and Brian got their C
certificates in thermals and the adventur
ous Fletcher did the same at Troyes.
Capt. Smith, Fo,rty, Jones, Menor and
Reeves obtained theirs on hill lift at
Cleeve. Conversions to our popular new
Prefect have been going on apace and
now all our original members of whom six
arc under twenty, are flying this machine.
Conversions from the Kadet have been
fairly easy. using no cockpit hood. and the
fact that this machime {lies so well in this
condition caused some blue noses and
fine:ers on Macfie and Bums when levit
ated unexpectedly to 7000 and 5000 feet
respectively.

In August, a weak belt of stationary
lift was discovered behind the aerodrome
.in stron,: south-west wind, it was good for
3000 feet only, but, on one occasion,
there was a lenticular upwind over the
Severn estuary. Our members normally
go ~traight on to aero tows, thanks to the
good offices of Mr. Reews' Aero Club
and tug pilots include Zeyfert (our
category B instructor), Capt. Smith,
Chown, Burns, Woodcock and James. 60
aero tows were done this summer.

Our aerodrome, Staverton, lies mid
way between Cheltenham and Gloucester
and has lots of grass; this winter it i~ due
to be returned to the management of the
ioint cOrPorations of the towns~we hope
that they I;ke us. we bring them such nice
tourists who all politely say that the
thermals are fine!

No account of the year's activity
would be complete without mention of
the day in June when our president Philip
',},ljlls was here and Ann Douglas and
',}/alter Kahn. They were all in the air
when Charles Wingfield and James
Grantham appeared overhead from Lon~
Mynd. The sky had a competition look
and our Kadet wanted fiercely to ioin the
frav; but had to be content in going uo
"ncl down as often as it could and look
frightening-which, on one occasion, it
did. That evening there was a little beer
and the next day David Ince did hi~

remarkable fli~ht back to Mynd and
Philip Wills w~nt to Maidenhead-surely
thi .• was unique e'ncouragement to a new
cluh in that two guests arrived and two
departed by sailplane.

Our next red letter days will be when
the Dennet winch c10es it; when we
commence project No, 2-trailer: and
when there is a first issue of a new gliding
magazine.

The Secretary's address is, F. Worley,
Grange Farm, Woolstone, Glouc>cstershire.
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The Surrey Gliding Club

by Lorne Welch.

The Surrey Gliding Club was re
formed after the war in the summer
of 1946 and operated for the rest of tbat
year from Kenley aerodrome. It was
an almost ideal gliding dub, .consisting
of five members, a Weihe, and the use
of an Auster for aerotowing!

In the early spring of 1947 the club
moved to Redhill aerodrome, its present
home. and started to e'xpand. This was
'(reatly helped by the affiliation of the
Imperial College Gliding Club, which
becides p'roducing two Cadets fOl" training

also contributed a number of very en
thusiastic members. With the arrival of
a Tutor and three Olympias the club
really got going and the membership
soon built up to over a hundred.

Sinee few of the members were .ex
p~rienced pilots, a great deal of training
had to be done, but the ideal of the
club has always been to produce good
soaring pilots and to give every e"ncour
ag,ement for cros.~-country flying.

The followi'ng table shows how
much has been done in this respect.

Tear. l.au"duf~. HnUrJ. Flights 'luali/yi"J1 Cross-Country
Acro· for Cer/ificate.<. :WileJ.

Winch. to\"". Total. Club. Private. Silver Gold
A B C H Di. Du. H. Di. Cl"b. Priv.

1946 18 47 65 50 1 1 2 150,
1947 31'22 560 3682 351 210 26 25 11 9 7 2 1 097 440
1948 5001 &.17 5608 517 14S 46 43 22 5 5 1 804 680
1949 5229 529 5760 959 6r, ~O 22 14 23 19 10 2877 310

TRAINING.

To begin with, all training was
carried out solo on Cadets la\lnc;hed by
winch. and although a fairly good acci
dent rate was obtained. the short-coming,
of this method, particularly in low hops,
were fully realised. Early this year,
ho\vever, the I.C. Aer-onautics Depart
ment obtained a Slingsby T -21 b two
seater and since February all training
has been earried out on thi~ machine.
During these fint nine months of its
operation it has done .2 400 launches
without any damage. The beginner is
given all his early training in this glider,
which is launched bv winch. After
about 25-40 dual circuits. which include
practice in stalls and ineipient spins the
pilot is sent solo on a Tutor. The first
one or two solo flights are made as
straight high hops. to ensure that the
pilot can glir1e it correctly; 'he is then
sent off on circuits.

This method of two-seater trammg
is a very great improvement on the ohl
way of using single s.eat: 1'5, it is not
much quicker up to the B certificate
standard, but the wear an:! t,ear on air
craft is greatly reduced, and far more
important; it turns out better pilots.

All this early training, both on the
two-seater and, as has always been our
practice, on the single-seater. is made
without any instruments. That this
works can be shewn bv the fact that in
the past three years all our Tutor flying
Csome 3000 launches), and a.ll our Cadet
circuits (at least another 1 000), h'we
resulted in one cracked sl,id only.

IllStructlofl is under the supervision
of the full~time chief instructor, Lome
Welch, and assisting him ar.e Ailn
Douglas. Peter Helsan. Peter BraoJ,s.
Wallv Kahn, John Neilan and Don
Brown.
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The pilot does about 50 circuits on
the Tutor, interspersed with some dual,
and learns to do stalls, sideslips and
spot landings, by himself. After some
further duals in which he is taught to
use instruments and airbrakes he pro
gresses to the Olympia. And then, after
a number of winch launches on this
machine he is g,iveo his first aerotow.
The c: certificate is usually gained by
thermal soaring off an aerotow.

S1-0PE SOARING.

Our nearest slope, the North Downs,
is live miles away from the aerodrome.
And so an aerotow is neces.,ary to get
there; this puts slope soaring much later
in the training programme than is usual
at other clubs. In some ways this is an
advantage as it means that a pilot does
not go slope soaring until he has reached
a fairly high standard. But against this
the cost of hill soar'ng is inevitably high,
since it normally involves a retrieve by
road as well as the aerotow, and so
people are reluctant to go on the hill
unless conditions are really good.

The slope itself is a good one,
although facing rather an unfortunate
direction (southl. The beat Iloxhill
Reigate is the one most frequently used,
although in good conditions it is possible
to go almost to Guildford (Newlands
Cor,tler) on pure slope lift. In the other
direction the ridge extends to Ashford
in Kent but it has several large gaps
which can only be crossed by thermal
lift, and the slope is not so good.

LAUNCHING.

We started after the war with the
usual selection of glider winches. But
the first year of operation shewed us that
owing to the fact that we share the
aerodrome with aeroplanes there is
only space for one winch and thus in
order to obtain a satisfactory number of
launches it was essential that the winch
should be really reliable. Accordingly,
in the winter, 1947-1948, we designed
a new winch and had it made locally.
It was considered necessary that the
winch should be operated by only one
man, that it should possess a built-in
guillot,ine and a proper feed on
mechanism.

The engine, gear-box and feed on
mechanism were taken Crom a balloon
barrage winch, a new chassis being built.
The layout is the simplest possible:
engine-clutch-gear-box-prop shaft-
drum, all in one straight line. Only
three feed on rollers are used in this
winch: a long top roller, and two short
vertical rollers fixed on a traversing
frame to which the guillotine is attached.
This mechcanism which was can'Iully de
signed so that the cable could not catch
round anything has proved satisfactory.
A new drum had to be made since the
storage drum on tIle Wild winch is the
wrong length for the feed on mechanism
if this layout is employed. The winch
was made in the form of a two wheel
trailer with strong jacks. The usual
cage bein~ fitted over the driver who sits
between the engine and the drum.

This winch has worked very well,
mainly because full working drawings
were made beforehand. One mistake
has come to light despite all our plan
ning. That is the gear ratio, or size of
drum. The drum diameter, 9:} inches
was arrived at by saying that a cable
speed of 53 mUhr should be obtained
at penk revs, 3 700, in the normal launch
inif gear. third. We now find that this
gear ratio is slightly too high for general
operation, while second is slightly too
low. It would be better to design for
a cable speed of 40A5 miles an hour
at peak revs. and over-speed the engine
a little when launching in no wind.

Cable. Until we had a two-seater
we used 15 cwt. 7 x t 9 cable 101' the
winch. But this year we have changed
to 25 cwt. 7 x 19, This works well.
giving about 3000 launches a cable but
is expensive,

A simple paJ'achute 4 feet square is
used on the winch cable, The weak
link is attached to the apex of the para
chute and the pull taken through the
four shroud lines.

Acrotows. An Auster Autocrat (lOO
horse powe,r Cirrus engine) is used for
towing, usually with a 200 feet 5/8 inch
circumference nylon rope.
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Flights from the Surrey Gliding Oob in club aircraft. The numbers refer to the table
opposite. All sorts of weather and wind directions have been exploitoo.

FLYING IN 1949.
The statistics have already been

given, bat perhaps something should be
said about some of the better flights
made in this year.

Derek Reid before he left for
Australia made a gallant effort to t:(et
his gold C in unstable south winds. He
fie,,, northwards on two occasions, each
flight being a little over 100 miles. He
did an out-and.return flight to Delting
during which he got to 10000 feet, his
attempted out-and.return to Beaulieu is
described on another page.

Two gold C climbs were obtain~d

by Bob Gamett and Jack Karran who
climbed 12 800 and 11 800 feet in
cumm.

Lorne Welch's gold C distance flight
is also described on another page. But
on a previous attempt he flew 147 miles
to Dartmoor and on an attempted out
and-return to Brize Norton got back to
Virginia W,lter, making a total distance
of 123 miles.

But what was very much more im-

portant than .these flights was that a
large number of members made good
crass countries, 19 of them getting silver
C distance in club Olympias and no less
than five of them making goal flights of
52 miles to Lympne. Twenty-three mem
bers obtained silver C height, eight of
them making actual dimbs of more· than
5000 feet.

Expeditions were made to Friston
at Easter, the Mynd anI! Staverton in
June, the competition in August. Of
the three club gliders sent to Derby the
Weihe came seoond in the general classi
fication and won the club competition.
A number of members visited France
and Switzerland and did some interesting
hill soaring.

Plans for next year. We are hop
ing to make many more expeditions in
the coming year, especially to new sites
and clubs; we want particularly to make
several visits to Roundway which the
Bristol Club are developing. Also we
hope to hold more courses here both for
beginners and more advanced pilots.
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CROSS COUNTRIES IN
SURREY GLIDING CLUB AIRCRAFT, 1949.

Distance Duration ~Iax. height
No. Date Pilot & Glidfr From To miles hr. min. mlll'r. feeIA.S.L.

I IO.lI I<eid (;0 R-Hai'bham 3t I 25 22 4 500
2 15.1 11 Welch PO R~\'~'almel' 67 3 33 19 5 lOO
3 26.1 11 K<lrran GO R-Aldermaston A(~ 42 2 02 20 6 300
·1 26.111 Dowdal1 RO R-Tonbridgc 17 2 25 7 7 400
5 9.1 V Karran PO R-Sbort:ham- Port.;;

mouth Ac. 63 3 30 18 6 500

6 9.IV Kahn GO R-Hawkin;(' :\(>. 57 2 25 23 6 500
7 9.1V Dowdall RO R-Folkestone 5B 3 30 16 -
,..; 23.1V Crosfi'·ld PO H.-Folkestone 5S 3 44 15 -
9 25.1V MaeFie PO R-A.;;hford 49 1 45 2H 5 400

1() 27.IV J(('id GO R-l<:.y.:-Firk W 'I 20 14 9 200

11 30.IV Shvpard GO R--Tangmcre Af'. 30 I 45 22 H 700
12 30.IV GOJTingl..' IW R-Cou1ham 20 2 00 lO -
13 l.V Hooper t:O 1{-FlIntin~ton 40 2 18 17 -
H 1.1" LllllriC' 1'0 R-Shi l'lcy 19 1 20 14 -
1.1 9.\' \Velch IW WW-Haytor. D. VOlt 147 5 15 2H .\ 200

16 21.'· Jordan 1'0 R-Odiham Ae. 35 2 00 17 -
17 22. \' Hd:-;() 11 CO H.-Guildford 17 1 20 13 -
P"; 2S.V lrving GO R-Lym.pne Ae. 52 1 35 33 .\ 200
19 29.\" Lauric CO R-Gra\'(:~cnd Al?'. 30 1 00 30 -
20 2.'·1 "'ckh .;0 I~ -blvington Af'. 19i 6 _>6 30 0 100

21 I 4.1'1 Kahn CO H-~ChariHg 40 1 40 24 9 000
22 , ·1.1'1 I Rcid RO R--Smarden 36 1 12 30 4 400
23 24.1'1 Beech RO Ho -- Lasham Ae. ,10 4 ()lJ 10 4 800
2~~ 2·1.1'1 [\urJ!cy GO I\.---'Stoney Cross 72 3 40 20' 5 HOO
2'.1 2.\SI FCl\\;Icr IW R--Tonbridge \~'ells 20 2 15 9 -
26 3.1' I! Grcgory CO

I
Ho --Newburv 52 2 13 23 -

27 3.Vll Brooks GO R--Tolworth 15 1 00 15 -
2~ I 10.1'11 Ncibn iW R--- DllIl'Sfold Ae. IS 1 05 16 -
29 10.1'11 Moor(' CO R--Ford Ac. 37 2 30 15 -
30 l(,. VI! Rcid RO K-Out & R. Detling 62 4 ,15 U 9 000

31 20. VII ScaUon CO R--Lympnc A(A. 52 3 53 13 .-
31 20. \I I! JacJ(s()ll GO H.--Lympnc Ac. 52 2 10 24 5 700
33 20S1l Reicl Wc R-BeuuliclI·Dorkillg 126 6 2'1 20 5 300
34 22S1 I \Vestrnan CO R-Marden 28 1 37 18 6 400
35 26. VI! \-Vestrna.11 P<J R-LY1l1pne Ae. 52 2 10 24 6 700

36 4. VIII Jordan CO R-Buxted 19 1 32 12 5 600
37 (,.VIll Kahn 'Vc R-Out & K Guildford 36 2 ()lj 17 6 600
3:i 9.VII! Rcid \Vc R-\Vhitstablc-Detling 63 3 00 21 9 300
39 WSIII 50\\']I"c)' GO l{-i\-Ianston 65 3 30 19 -
40 10.V1Il Kahn PO R-Out & R. Stain('s 35 3 05 11 -

41 12.vl I! \Velch \-Ve R-Bdzc-Norton
Virgillla \Vater 123 G 46 18 5 100

42 13. VIII Kahn Wc· R-Farnborough Ac. 27 1 50 15 2 '00
43 14.V1I1 Miss Gilbert RO R~-LympncAe. 52 2 rH 23 7 UOO
H U.vlll Goodhart PO R-Hawkingc Ac'. 59 3 20 18 7 HOO
·~5 15.VIII Goningc RO R-·Detling Ac. 34 226 14 -

46 17.VIII Hall RO R-;\lidhuf:"t 35 2 15 15 -
·n 21.VIII Rcid We (-Eas~moor,\(', 59 1 40 22 5 500
4tj Z2.Vllf K..,hn \Vc C-Timble 47 3 40 13 7 600
49 22.VIII MllrdoCl PO C-lI'akefidd 25 3 05 H 4 900
~O 23.V'11I r\eilan Wc' C-Northwich 30' 340 H -
5] 2.JX Hall CO R-Bo'Xted Ae. 69 2 35 27 5 000
52 3.IX Rc·id Wc R-Sbipdham Ac. 110 3 50 29 -
5.3 25.IX Hcid \Vr- L-Stamfon:t 105 5 23 19 4 300
5-1 17.X I'\t'ilall \'\{t' H-Dctling- Ac. 33 I 30 22 -
61 IHSI Lal1rit, CO ·LM-Dillgt-':-.tow 51. 2 35 20 -. --

2877
--

NOTF..--- TillL'':) itn' clOt~k tinlf'~ (B.S,T. when ill fnn:l').
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• CAM&""OG~

J:l.[OHILL TO [LYING-TON
L.WELC.H .., OLYMPIA

.JUNE:.~"" 194~

R.dh,11 G1

- --
- - ~

"GO"'l...~
@ ~lo",I.I-:t" ...

17/1 1500' - - -!,OR~

A"UtIVI:.D

1645 520d 5700' 1650_

[629 480d 5600' 1639 - __

1612. 2500' .5000 /625 - - - _

1530 3000' 9300 1550, ,
/513 3300' 4100' 1519,-

,.... ,
'- ,

1453 1250 5600 1503,
,

'-
'- '-

1440 1700' 3000' 1446 '-
.......

.......
'- ,

1417 3900 4400 1425 -. '-
'-

1359 2000 5"100' 1410 _

13:50 3100' 3400' I~S6 - _ ---
13:59 ;3300 4100' 1345 - --

2~oO
.

1325 4000 13:55 - ---
1318 3000' 3200' 1323 -

1300 3900 5800' 1310 -

1235 2&00 4800 1255 -

1213 ;3800 4100 12.23

I 155 3S00 660<i 1207-

I1~ 2900' 4800' 1142 - - 

1048 2300 10,100' 1108 _
At.U:'A~E.()

APPP.OX Hr.IGI4r=> • TIMf:~

Al WHICH 114 f::RMAL5
WERE:. (NT[R~O & LEfT

(B.5.T. & fEET A.SL)
TIM£ H~I'hT HEIGHT TIME.

I Tl I H OUT OUT'
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2nd British natIve gold distance

Lome Welch had planned
a new route for himself and

he followed it.

The Plan.
I had for a lOng time considered the

possibility of making a long flight from
Redhill to the north in conditions of
unstable south-westerly winds. I thought
that there was a good chance of getting
gold C distance (187 miles) by doing this,
despite the necessity of travelling partly
across wind-a thing which, I had found
from previous experience, was not nearly
as difficult as most people believed it
to be.

The plan was to ta.ke off as early as
possible and then go off downwind to
cross the Thames near Gra\resend. From
there it was planned to go due north,
thus keeping well to tbe lee of London,
and then in the middle of the day when
conditions should be at their best to
work more across wind towards Grant
ham. From Grantham the idea was to go
up Lincoln Edge to the Humber and then
on into Yorkshire. This route was chosen
because I had noticed when flying aero
planes in these parts during the war that
Lincoln Edge and the ground around
the Humber was excellent thermal
country.

The Weather.
Tuesday, May 31st, a wonderful

soaring day with a south.westerly wind,
was wasted as I failed to appreciate quite
how good it was until too late. But it
did make me wake up and get every
thin~ ready in case another simil;lr day
should come along. This happened on
Thursday, June 2nd; an occlusion having
cros~ed the cOuntry on tbe Wednesday
leaving behind it a light unstable south
west air stream.

Judging from Airmet reports which
g-ave warnings of showers, the unstable
laver appeared to be of some consider
able depth. The first cumulus were seen
at about 8 o'clock and they built up

rapidly into broken streets. By 10 o'clock
the streets had disappeared and the
cumulus had built up to a considerable
height and areas of more than 5 miles
across were 8/8 cover. The surface wind
was south-west 10-15 miles an hour.
The first attempt.

As Mrs. Douglas very nobly offered
to give me a tow and look after the
club \\·hile I was away. I decided to
have a shot at it. giving Wombleton
Aerodrome, about 220 miles away, as
my goal.

I had a tow at 10 15 and released
at 2 000 feet under a large mass of
cumulus a couple of miles to thc south
of the aerodrome. There appeared to be
lift un-ler this cloud when I released. but
T could make oothing of it. The only
other likely looking place was by a
patch of sunlight some way to the south;
I did not want to burn my boats at this
early hOUT- so I came back to the aero
drome findinll nothing but sink on the
way. and landed.

By the time I had landed, there
wa. even more cloud around the aero
drome, although conditions still looked
good with smaller cumulus and patches
of blue skv some ten miles to the south.
I thercfor~ decided to have another tow
immediately and take the chance that I
mill"ht have to land away at once if I
failed to soar.
The flight.

I took off on tuw for the second
time and released at 10 48. 8 miles to
the south of the aerodrome at 2300 feet
under a large cumulus. Lift was Quite
good thi. time and 1 was soon at dou<1
base, 4 000 feet, and into the cloud.

NOTE.-AIl times are British summer
time. and all heights are above mean
sea level.
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Slight icing started at 6 000 feet, but it
was confined to the usual strip about 3
inches wide on the leading edge of the
wing and to small amounts on the wind
screen and aileron horns. Twenty min
utes after release I came out near the
top of the cloud at 10 lOO feet Tbe
cloud was not rough, but then the lift
was never more than about 15 feet
a second. The averag-e rate of climb from
release to the top was 6·5 ft/sec.

On coming out of the cloud
found that there were large mas'.es of
dead cloud to the north. but to the east
and 50uth the skv was fairly clear. I
headed towards Tonbridg-e and then
turned north to Gravesend. doing one
more climb on the wav. The Thaml's
was crossed at 4 000 feet underneath
some lar~e clouds which gave almo.t
complete cover. time 1I 50. The lift
under these clouds was weak but it
c.ould be used. A. climb into cloud to
6 600 feet was made nofth of Brentforcl
at 12 07 and after another period of
working lift at between 3000 an'; 5000
feet. 5 800 feet was reached over Royston
at 1310.

Conditions now changed c.ompletely,
and the large vague masses of cumulus
gave place to not more than 2/8 of thin
cumulus with a bright blue skv above.
The clouds were not in streets, but the\'
tended to form in rough lines up and
down wind, 240°.

Soaring was not as easy as I had
hoped because a large proportion of the
clouds gave no lift and in order to make
good my track to Grantham it was neces
sary to keen crossinlt from onl' line of
clouds to another. However, fairly good
progress \\'as made and 14 10 saw me
between Huntingdon and Peterborough at
5 100 feet. just inside cloud for the first
time since' leaving Royston.

Owing to carelessness I got down
to I 700 feet near Wittering- befme I
found a thermal. which I CDuld work no
higher than 3 000 feet. I very stupidly
then pressed on across what I found to be
a large· area of sink and north of Stam
ford I got low again without having
found any lift. I was then near a nllmber
Q{ bare fields so r waited to the lee of
them in the hope that somethinlt would
come up. I was down to I 250 feet.

about 900 feet above the ground, before
a thermal came to my rescue. It was
one of the strongest and roughest which
I have ever met. and I regret to say that
it made me air sick. From the barograph
chart I see that the rate Qf climb from
I 250 to 5 600 feet. c1oudbase. ,\'as 7·5
ft/sec, while for the best part, from
I 800 to 4 500 feet. it was 1I ft/sec.

The cloud which formed at the top of
this theI'm,,1 ",'a' like all th a oth~rs in
this Dart of the flight, quite thin. It dirl
not start to fonn until I was at 4000 feet.

During the nast hour the wind har!
"ltere" its dirpction sJi~htlv ,,-nd i."te",1
nf b<-ing oouth-west to west-sO'lth-w..st
was nOW almost south at about 10 miles
~n hnur.

At 15 20 Gr~l1th~m wa, re~rhp,1 ~"r!

thp conriitions now chang-ed al{ain: the
thin cU'TI\'lus ll:ivi'ng place to much lar"'er
nnes of al)out 5/8 cover. After wan-'ler
in'! afOlIn-l a> about 3000 feet over
Cranwell for la minutes or so. loo'{inl!
fN lift tn take me into one of these
~h"';s. I founel it ~nd reache-l clou<1base.
5000 feet, at IS 37. The lift imide this
rJoud was not very stron~_ never mol'''
than la ft/sec. nnr very rou~h, but I
was airsick ap-ain before coming' out of
the cloud at I.'i 50 at 9300 feet. There
was very little ice this time.

Ahead lay some lar~e cumulus the
tops of which appeared active at about
12 000 feet; but their bottoms were very
ragged and woolly and it looked as if
they had reached their maximum. I,
therefore, decided not to cha.rge into
them, but skirted round them to the
west. passing over Lincoln at 8200 feet
at 15 55 hours.

By now I had been flying- for 51
hours and covered about 147 miles, so it
looked as if there was a l(ood chance of
doing' the extra 40 miles 'for my g'old C
distance even if I could not do the 220
miles to my goal. It was now only 4
o'clock and there were thin cumulus
ahead over Scunthorpe and the Humber,
while beyond. the tops of some lar~er
clouds could be seen.

However. these thoughts usually lead
to trouble, and this time was no exception
as I glided straight down from 9300 to
2 500 feet before I found any appreciable
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lift. When I found it, south of SCU1~

thorpe, it was not v,ery strong, but It
took me up to 5 600 feet by 16 39 hours.
This was underneath some very thin
clou.ds which fonned as I climbed up
towards 'them. By 16 50 I had worked
mv wav up tQ the base of one of the
clouds, . 5 700 feet., at the j1olnction of
tbe Trent with the Humber.

But ahead cOt:lditions did not look
nearly sO good, the visibility. which up
till now had been better than 20 miles,
was less than 5; t'he air looked colTf
pletelY dead. as the clouds which had
looked sO go'od when seen from Lincoln
had died into flat dull masses. South
of the HlJmber, both to the east and the
\vest, it still looked soarable, but every
where ahead it looked equally bad.
Accordinl<' to my reckoning I still had a
further 15 miles to go to make quite sure
of my gold C distance, and while the
thought did occur to me that it miQ'ht
pay to hallg on here in the hopes that
conditions ahead would improve. I did
not give it much attention and so p,ressed
on.

As SOOn as I was acroSS the Humhel'
I knew that that ,mv fears were justified
-the air was completely dead. withollt
a single ripple. It was obvious that the
odds of being able to rIo anything other
than a long straight glide were negligibb.
I wanterI, if possible. to land at an aero
drome in order that I might be aero
towed back next day. and. in any ca'e,
doinQ' this would enable me to put the
glider in a hanQ'ar. or hllt. for the night
instearl of leaving it in the OP/"D which
I would probably haye to do if I lan:ied
in a field. "

There seemed to be three aero
drom?s all iust about the right 'distanc/"
"WilY: Full Sutton. Pocklington and
Elvington. I thouQ'ht that the first two
were deserted, and as r knew nothing
about E1vin!!'ton I decided to gO there.
The straight glide to it was uneventful:
Holme was pas<ed at 4 300 feet and Mel
bourne <Tt 3.000 and finallv Elvington
was reaChed at I 5DO feet at 17 11 hours.

Elvington was, needless to say, com
pletely deserted and all the ground be.
tween the runways was under crops.
However, a nice straight bit of perimeter
track near the buildings was clear. and

on this I landed at 17 16, after having
flown for 6 hours 36 minutes and covered
197 miles in a straight line.

My choice of landing place turned
out to be very fortunate as some farm
labourers quickly helped me to derig and
put the Olympia in an empty Nissen hut,
while the owner of the house to which I
went to telephone insisted on putting me
up (or the night and, as the retrieve
could not be done next day, driving me
in to York to catch the train. The
retrieve was finally made by Ann Douglas
and Malcom Laurie in his car; they made
the round trip of 480 miles in 18 houn
including all stops.

'; ... (.

Lorne Welch has done a great deal to
raise the standard of British soaring siltee
the war. His motto is: "SAFETY,"
This is nOt achieved by avoiding diffi·
culties but by confronting them with
intelligent analysis.
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RemaTkJ.

I. It pays to start a long fli~ht as
early as possible. If I had had th~

courage of my convictions I could have
got away half an hour earlier on my first
tow. But, in any case, it would have
been impossible to start any later thall I
did on my second IOW as it clouded over
completely at Redhill for the rest of the
morning.

2. A I: 500 00 map was used. This
is perfectly adequate for a flight of this
nature which is usually maoe in good
visibilit\,. The advantages of this scale
map in place of the J inch. are con
siderable. The few sheets which eover
the whole of England can be stuck
together and as a re'ult there is no
"hance of ~etting muddled when chanP.'
ing from one sheet to anoth~r. It is much
easier to see how one is getting on be.
rause a larger area of the country r.an
be s"err at one time on the map. An-'
finallv becau"e the man shows much
less detail. the pilot is less incline" to
waste his time pinpointing himself by
every little village.

3. Although the business of taking
notes on a kneepad is a nuisance at first,
it is not very much trouble when one has
.got used to it. Unless notes ar~ taken
regularly an "nalysis of the flight is
impossible and so one cannot learn how
to im-prove one's technique. I have made
it a habit to make a note of the height.
time and position whenever I leave a
thermal. and if possible of the height
of cloud base and the height at whicb
the climb is started.

4. The average speeds obtained in
each hour may be of interest. Measured
from the place and time of release they
are: 33, 23, 24, 29, 34, 38 ml/hr. If
the actual route followed around London
is considered the fi~res for the fir't three
hours become 38. 30 and 26 mllhr.

The average speen for the whol..
trio of 197 miles is 30 mllhr. or 32
mllhr for the distance of 211 miles
actually flown.

Considering that there m."t have
been a tail wind component of about

10 mllh r these figures do not seem very
good. I am sure that an improvement in
flying technique could increase these
average speeds by 5 or even 10 ml/hl'
un:\er the same conditions with the same
glider. The scope for improvement does
not lie in cunning panaceas to tell the
pilot at what speed to fly between
thermals; this makes very little difference.
It lies in the ability to know where lift
can be found by reading the signs from
the dOll!'!S and from the ground: in
mastering the knack of getting Quickly
into the best lift onc~ it has been founo:
in j'nowing when to pres~ on or when
to stay in weak lift, and in being so
accustomed to thermal soaring that ope
can make sen<ible deci:ions and fly ,,,,ell
after workin~ hard for several hours.

The only ways in which this im
provement in technique can be achieved.
are by constant practice an i by learnin~

from our own and other peDple's mis
takes. During the flight which I h'ave
described here. a< I see it, I made the
following mistakes:-

(a) I should have got away half an
hour earlier.

(b) I Ilearly came unstuck near
Stamford. This was due soleiv to the
old mistake of getting down lo\~', getting
up again but not high enough and then
pressing on without looking for lift in
the vicinity. The result was that I got
very Iow before finding any more lift.

(c) Having arrived at the Humber
with 5700 feet and with less than 15
miles to goo to get .gold C rl·istance I
went .traight on despite the fact that the
eonditiuns ,,-head looked bad. Mv goal
wa~ only 35 miles away. The Droper
th ing to have done was to say: "I can
do it easily from 4500 feet. so I will
stav here until conditions ahead imDrove
or 1 get down to that height." I did
con'ider ooing this at the time. but
rejecteo it in favour of going on at
once awl making sure. a decision which
I will always regret, particularly because
the clouds did start to look a little JT'ore
"-ctive about half an hour after I had
I:>.,<leo.
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A.T.e. Gliding S1nce the War
by S/Ldr. J. C. Ward, R.A.F.

Gliding was introduced into the Air
Training Corps in 1942 as an encourage
ment for cadets who had volunteered for
aircrew duties, to raise their general
standard, aDd as an incentive to others
to volunteer for similar duties.

The organisation was based almost
cntirely on voluntary self-help and equip
ment requisitioned from civil clubs. A
certain amount of assistance was pro
vided from public funds in the form of
obsolete equipment that was surplus to
other requirements and, latterly, a num
ber of Kirb\' Cadet gliders were built
under government contract. The organ
Isation was administered through eleven
AT.C. Commandants by a separate
branch in the Air Ministry under the
control of the Director General of the
Air Training Corps.

At the end of the war in 1945,
~here were some eighty-seven A.T.C. glid
Ing schools in existence located through
OUt the British Isles at aerodromes and,
in some cases on fields, situated as near
as possible to the centres of cadet popu
lation and wherever sufficient civilian
volunteer part-time instructors co;"ld be
found. Operation was at week-ends and
on public holidays only.

Eventually the equipment consisted
mainly 01 Kirby Cadet gliders which
had been chosen as the standard machine
as a compromise between the open
Dagling type primary and a secondary
glider. There were also a small number
of other machines such as the Falcon III
two-seater and Gruoau Baby intermediate
glider aDd a few other sailplanes that had
been requisitioned from civilian clubs
to start the organisation. Other equip
ment consisted of old kite balloon winches
that had been modified, 'mainly under
local arrangements, for use as launching
winches, and a large miscellaneous col
lection of cars, vans and trucks, amongst
which predominated the Beaverette
armoured car with the top cut off for
use as retrieving vehicles.

In May, 1946, the Air Ministry
Directorate General of the Air Training
Corps was disbanded and its functions
were assumed by the newly formed
R.A.F. Reserve Command Headquarters
and the work of the AT.C. Commands
was taken over bv R.A.F. Reserve
Groups. It was expected that tbis re
organisation would result in a much
closer contact and liaison between the
Air Training Corps and the Royal Air
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Force. which has since proved to be so
to the greater advantage of the Air
Training Corps in general and glicling in
particular.

One of the first tasks performed by
the new Reserve Command Headquarters
was a review of A.T.C. gliding as a result
of which it soon became apparent that
the equipment. most of it already old
when handed over to the A.T.C .. was
by now in a very dilapidated condition.
The Officer Commanding a Gliding
School, normally a Flight Lieutenant in
the R.A.F.V.R.(T) Branch, was allowed
to spend locally certain sums of money
on the upkeep of equipment, and the
major repair and servicing of gliders was
undertaken by a civilian repair firm
under a government contract. But it was
obvious that these arrangements were not
adequate to deal with the amount of
servicing that was, and would continue
to be required for this well-tried equip
ment without seriously hindering the
operation of the school. As most of the
servicing had to be done by the school
instructor personnel in what spare time
they bad from their normal occupation,
it meant that they were U5ually valiantly
struggling with the tired and reluctant
engine of a Beaverette when they should
have been giving gliding instruction to
cadets.

There were. however, other more
urgent problems. With the reduction of
the Air Force after the war, numerous
aerodromes were being' derequisitioned
and handed back to their original own~rs,

or being used for storage purposes by
the Air and other Ministeries. This
meant that new homes had to be found
for the gliding' schools as in many
instances the derequisitioning of an air
field meant that it was ploughed up or
swamped with live-stock or tanks and
rendered, therefore, totally unusable for
gliding training. In some cases, owing'
to the many difficulti.es of reorganisation
after the war. no prior warn~ng was given
to the school before derequisitionin,g took
place and instructors would turn up for
a week-end's gliding only to find their
hangar marooned in the middle of a
ploughed field. or the succulent spruce
of a mainplane vanishing into the capa
cious inside of a fine and contented-

looking cow! In addition, many instruc
tors who had given valuable and un
stinted service during tbe war, now felt
that they were justified ill retiring to
the more leisurely atmosphere of the
newly constituted civilian club.; and in
dulging themselves in soaring flights,
which hit,herto had been forbidden to
them by A.T.C. gliding regulations.

There were other complaints that
also came to light during the review of
gliding by Reserve Command, the most
important of which was that the amount
of gliding given to cadets was too little,
the standard of proficiency of cadets
passed out too low, and that the instructors
themselves had little or no opportunity to
keep in flying practice. Due mainly to war
time restrictions on gliding the standard
of proficiency had been fixed at a high
hop which covered a climb to a height
of approximately olle hundred feet,
release from the launching cable and a
free des ent in a straight line followed by
a successful landing, after completing
which the cadets' glidiJlg training was
finished. On the K,irby Cadet glider,
this final flight enabled most cadets to
qualify for the Royal Aero Club A
Gliding Certificate. which required such
a flight to be of at least thirty seconds
duration. It was argued that as the
gliding organisation only dealt with a
small proportion of the total strength of
the Corps anyway, would it not be better
to give a smaller number of cadets the
chance of training to a higher standard
thereby really learning something about
flying? It wa~ considered that such a
step however, would not have been
strictly in accordance ",ith the policy of
giving some measure of gliding experience
to the maximum possible number of
cadets. In any case it was doubtful
whether sufficiently highly qualified in
structor personnel were available, as
A.T.C. gliding had failed to attract
as many ex.R.A.F. pilots as had
been hoped. and whether it would be
wise to give trainin/1: of a more advanced
nature with existing equipment and
methods. The standard method of train
ing was the solo or single seater method,
the advantages or disadvantages of which
it is not proposed to discuss here.

It was eventually resolved .. therefore,
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to make a series of proposals to higher
authority that would permit of the com
plete reorganisation of A.T.C. gliding in
an endeavour to make it possible, not
only to train a larger number of cad~ts

but to train them to a higher standard.
The first step \Vas to reduce the

number of schools to a more workable
figure and to eliminate those that for
various reasons, not nec~ssarily the fault
of the schools. were not producinl?; very
good results. Since 1947. therefore, the
number of schools has been progre~sively

reduced until today there are fifty-nine
in operation. Despite this somewhat
drastic reduction, however, there has
been a stea-1y increase in the num'Jer of
ca:lets trained to the high hop standard
as shown by the following figures:
1'ear Ca'1els Trained Launches
1947 1,453 121,561
1948 2.,127 150,998
1949 (30th 1,150 (6 months

June) only) 82,254
In addition. schools have been sited

as far as possible, on permanent R.A.F.
airfields where they can readily get assist
ance, not only in the servicing of equip
ment during the week but a],o in messing
and sleeping accommodation during
week-ends when operation is in progress.

Proposals were also put forward and
agreed for the more extensive modifica
tion of the mark IV Wild kite balloon
winches. not only to make them suitable
for glider launching, but also to incor
porate an automatic paying-on gear for
the cable and a built-in device to enable
the winch driver to cut the cable in an
emel'!;~ency. New, or reconditioned
vehicles of a standard type for retrieving
purposes, are now being issued, and the
servicing of all equipment, except for
such items as daily inspections and min::r
running repairs. will become the respon
sibility of the R.A.F. It is confidently
expected that these proporals, by greatly
renucing the burden of servicing ta,h
to be carried out by the volunteer staff
whos~ time available to devote to training
cadets is neces.arily limited. will increase
the !!eneral efficiency of A.T.C. gliding
schools and so effect an improvement in
the number' of cadets trained.
. As far as the problem of traini",!!:
tnstructon was concerned. the most

At the National Contests, S/Ldr. Ward
and Mr, de Freitas.

logical answer appeared to be to form a
central school, that would run on a full
time basis throughout the year, where
instructors could attend advanced train
ing courses during their holidays Qr
whenever they could get away from their
normal occupations. It was considered
that the functions of this school towards
A.T.C. gliding should be similar to that
of the Central Flying School towards
R.A.F. power flying. The formation of
such a schoQ! was eventually agreed and
as from the 1st July, 1949, the Central
Gliding Instructors School was opened
at the R.A.F. Station at Detling, near
Maidstone, Kent. It is now commanded
by Flight Lieutenant R. C. Forbes; the
well-known R.A.F. sailplane pilot and
holder of an F.A.l. g-old C certificate.

However this stiil left the problem of
how to train cadets with safety to a
higher standard than the high hop. It
was conridered es~ential that some means
be found of bridging the gap between the
straight flight to one hundred fcet which
usually occupies the entire leng-th of the
average aerodrome. and a flight to a
height sufficient to allow a' circuit,
approa::h and lanrling to be carried out.
The provision of flyin in powered air-
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The Imperial College Gliding Club
Easter, 1947, saw a strange equipage

chug through the gates of Redhill aero
drome. A decaying motor car, which
also did duty as a winch, towed a trailer
apparently equally elastic in all direc
tions, on which was a Kirby cadet. Most
of the active strength of the club was
perched on and around the car, which,
having finally attained its goal, expired
for lack of petrol. LC.'s arrival was
therefore in the best gliding tradition,
and must have made Mrs. Douglas doubt
the wisdom of her invitation to affiliate
to the Surrey Gliding Club. However,
training started more or less forthwith,
notwithstanding a surfeit of mud and a
lack of beaverettes and civilis@d catering.
The LC.-S.G.C. partnership has
flourished mightily ewer since.

The history of the LC.G.C. starts in
1930, when Kronfeld's visit to this
country excited so much interest. As
was the fashion in those times, it spent
its winters building and repairing and its
summers flying and sometimes pranging.
After a few nomadic years it settled down
at Dunstable, where its members trained
on the London club's machines and had
a Kite for soaring. Such was the state of
affairs when the war came, and the club
suffered an eclipse until 1946. In that
year, a benevolent Student's Union pro
duced the aforementioned Cadet, and
LC. rath~r prematurely tried to take the
air at the old Southdown site at Devil's
Dyke. Lack of experience took its toll,
so by the time the Cadet got to Redhill,
it had a new prow.

craft was out of the question owing to
reasons of economy. and so it ,,,as pro
pOsed that a suitable two-seater g-lider
should be built and allocated to schools
on the basis of one per school. And so
the Slingsby Sedburgh TX mark I was
evolved. an intermediate or secondary
side by side two-seater glider that per
fectly suited this requirement. A number
of these gliders have already been built
and are now coming into serv.ice <It
schools. With these gliders, and by
selecting cadets who show keeness and
aptitude during training up to the high
hop sta.f,le and who are also of a high
standard generally, it is intended to give

Later in 1947, the governors of the
college presented a second Cadet to the
club, and members of both clubs trained
on the I.C. Cadets before proceeding to
the Surrey Tutors and Olympias. An
eminently satisfactory arrangement,
which from Le.'s pOint of view adds an
element of permanence, normally difficult
to achieve in a college club. The train
ing situation improved greatly when the
AeTonautics Department of Imperial
College a",quired a T21 B two-seater
about a year ago. This machine is used
by the Aero Department for experimental
work in flight to supplement the usual
laboratory experiments. Meanwhile. both
clubs use it for all their primary training,
so it is kept very busy indeed, and has
proved most successful.

Thanks largely to Larne Welch's
stimulating instruction, the Le.G.C. now
has a goodly nucleus of silver C pilots,
and several more members are only wait
ing for a propitious southerly wind t·o
support them for five hours on Boxhill.
An LC. team. !:lying an S.G.C. Olympia
in last Year's National Glidin.~ Contests,
tied for eleventh plaoe with the Cam
bridge Kranich. I.C. and Cambridge also
have an annual competition for a Tl'Ophy
presented by Profe"':or Sir David Brunt,
who is vice-president of the LC.G.C.,
the presidEnt being Sir Roderic Hill.
At present it is held by the Cambridge
Club, but next summer they will en
counter, it is hoped. more skilful and
determined opposition.

advanced training up to a solo circuit
standard or, even, provided weather COn

ditions permit, the cadet has made excep
tional progress, and a suitably qualified
instructor is available. allow him to
attempt to qualify for the Royal Aero
Club C Soaring Certificate.

However there is still much work
to be done before these proposals become
effective and many problem~ of a-1millis
tration and organisation have yet to be
solved but it can be said with ,truth and
accuracy that the future of gliding ir:l the
Air Training Corps and the R.A.F. Sec
tions of the Combined Cadet Force, is
indeed soaring.
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Cambridge University Gliding Club

IN April 1935 various members of
Cambridge University who had been

gliding at Dunstable for some time.
decided to form a University Gliding
Club. Thanks to the generosity of Mr.
R. C. G. Slazenger, two aircraft were
acquired, a Zogling and a B.A.C. VII
two·seater. and flying started the same
month at Caxton Gibbet. Later in the
vear. a Willow Wren was added to the
flying strength, and, at the beginning of
December. the Cambridge I was delivered
from Dunstable. This aircraft had been
commissioned by RR. C. G. Slazenger
~nd the Duke of Grafton from Messrs.
Zander and Weyl, and has proved a very
great asset UP until the present day.
Before the outbreak of war. six silver Cs
had been obtained and a British distance
record of 144 miles had been made by
J. S. Fox in 1938.

In February 1946, after various
subversive activities in lune 1945, the club
was allowed to start flying again by the
Ministry of Aviation, with four new
Kirby Cadets at their disposal for basic
training and also a Rhonadler which had
been acquired privately. After a short
perion at Marshall's aerodrome, flying was
transferred to Bourn and auto-towing wa'
started there on the runways of the dis·
used aerodrome. The club's first post-war
camp was held in June at the Long Mynd
in Shropshire. The year was mainlv taken
up with reor,ganisation of the club after
the war and only one silver C was
obtained.

. In April 1947 a party went to
Camphill in Derbyshire and, despite
unfavourable weather conditions, six Cs
were obtained. At the end of the month
the club's Olympia was delivered and
immediately iustified its existeoce by a
~eries of notable flights. The dub entered
tor the National Competitions in lune at
Bramcote. where, amongst others, R. C. G.
Slazenger's flight of 112 miles in the

Olympia was outstanding. Two silver Cs
were obtained during the year, one by
M. R. Head in the Cambridge., which
made light of its twelve years by dry
thermal1ing to 7 000 feet.

After a camp. at the Long Mynd in
March 1948, J. W. S. Pringle. took a
party to the Malvern Hills in May with
the Olympia. Very good soaring was
obtained and he rounded off the camp
with a good flight of 105 miles back to
Cambridge.. During June a further camp
was held at the Mynd. at which a flight
of 65 miles to Atherstone and one of 46
miles to Castle Bromwich were made.
Altogether during the year, four silver
Cs were obtained, and in the decentral
ised National Competitions, the club won
the Du Garde Peach Trophy and J. W. S.
Pringle won the Londonderry Cup.

1949 started well with a cross-country
flight of 104 miles by D. D. Carrow from
Long Mynd to Newbury in a succession of
standing waves, on the 16th of March.
This flight was later confirmed as the
winner of the Kemsley Winter Cross
Country Trophy. On April 29th,
T. G. Phillips climbed to 11 000 feet in
the Olympia on his first cloud-flying
attempt. winning the Brunt Inter-Varsity
Trophy. On July 24th. J. Grantham
and B. E. Bell c1im bed to 11 400 feet in
the Kranich two-seater, breaking the
British two-seater gain in height record.

. and on August 12th J. w. S. Pringle and
J. Grantham did an out-and-return flight
to Dunstable of 77.2 miles, breaking the
British two-seatcr out-and-return distance
record. During the year seven silver Cs
were obtained and twenty·six cross-country
flights were made, mostly over silver C
distance. A party went to the National
Competitions aJi Great Hucklow io
Derbyshire and the C.F.I.,P. Blanchard,
was placed 8th of all the pilots competing.
Ji 1947 tests were started with piano-wire
for auto-launching to cut down wear, and
improve efficiency; a record launch of
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2 450 feet has proved the success of this
method. During 1948, in conjunction
with the club, No. 2 B.G.A. Test Group
carried out complete handling and per'
formance tests on the Kranick two'seater
for the first time in this country. Special
equipment for these tests included an
electrical stick· force indicator which was
designed by club members. A small
amount of research has also been done
into the structure of thermals with smoke
trails, the use of a loud·hailer as an aid
to solo training, and the design of V.H.P.
communication cqu'pment for sailplanes.

Before the war, the club was noted
for its explorations of new gliding sites
and during the coming summer they hope
once more to set out. With this in mind,
work is going ahead on a mobile gliding
unit: a 1914 Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost is
being converted into. a winch and will
provide facilities for both launching and
transport. Plans for expeditions to
Wiltshire and po sibly the Continent arc
being discussed at the moment.

Since the war, various forms of re
search have been carried out by the club.

No account of the club's
activities would be complete without a
description of the training system. Basic
training is done at Bourn aerodrome,
about seven miles from Cambridge. A
modified 1936 Chevrolet is used for auto'
launching, and piano wire is used for all
types of launch. Ground slides, followed
by low hops, are given with a short wire
about 200 feet long, with the instructor
on the towing vehicle giving visual
signals. The pupil d1en graduates to
high-hops and t~ence to high·hops with
turns. Before ea.ch major step up he must
get two separate instructors' signatures.
\Vhen be has two circuit signatures, he
has an aero-tow to 3 000 feet in the
Kranich, with John Free the c.P.!. during
which he shown spins and stalls and the
technique of circuits. Back at Bourn he
does onc more high-hop with turns to
acclimatise him to the Cadct again after
the Kranich, and thcn goes on to circuits.

C.U.G.c. moving to the starting line at Camphill.
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Royal Aircraft Establishment Technical

College Gliding Flight
The Royal Aircraft Establishment

at Farnborough is the chief centre of
aeronautic.al research ami experimental
development under the Ministry o[ Sup
ply and is concerned in all those fields
of fundamental and applied science
which influence the design, construction,
pe.rformance, and equipment, of military
and civil aircraft.

Such an establishment offer; a
unique opportunity for training in aero
nautical research and development and
consequently the Technical College is
one of its most important departments.

In 1945 several enthusiastic students
of the Technica.\ Colle,ge formed a g,lid
in,£( club with official ble;sing and it was
kept alive by the hard work of these
students, great help from many R.A.E.
departments, and the efforts of succes
,ive instructors. One of the students of
this period was Harrv Midwood (now
Derbv and Lancs G.C.) and later Lome
Welch be,came an instructor.

In 1948 the activities of the club
had become such a valuable asset that
it was oecided to form a!!liding flight
to provide engineering students, taking
acrodvnamics and aircraft structures to
an advanced stage, with a course of
glider flying trainin!! coupled with ex
perience in the repair. maintenance ann
desig!} of gliders. The fli.l!'ht work is
regarded as much a part of the student's
work as !:lis other studies in the College.

He must complete at least thirty circuits
on the Cadet includini( spot-landings,
sideslips ann cross-wind landings before
he is ready for another Kranich check and
nromotion to the Prefect. From then on
it depends entirely upon his s'tandard of
f1ving for promotion to the Olympia amd
Kranich.

Interest in the club amongst members
of the University is hign and aur comple
ment of town-members is increasing.
Plying goes on at Bourn on six days of
the week, in practically any weather. and

On February 28th, 1949 the o.e.
Flight was officially app.ointed and with
the flight now a recognised pan of the
R.A.E. organisation gliding took on a
new lease of life.

Membership of the flight is confined
to 4th and 5th year students! who must
be medically fit to A licenee standard,
and the course of traioing is eovered in
tW!! years. The flying training syllabus
includes all aspects of training up to the
silver C, with blind flying and aero
batics. A Link trainer programme is
operated for those students graduating
to the Grunau. Om' fleet consists of five
aircraft with one under constrllction and
three more have been approved for
delivery.

There are several problems being
investigated by research, design, and
construction groups. A ne'" mobile
winch is being modified to take two
drums and good .advice on this project
was 'given us bv S/Ldr. Furlong and
F ILt. Forbes. An orthodox high per
formance sailplane is nearing drawing
board sta<'"e but its real interest lies in
the possibility of new methods of con
struction.

There arc untold channels of re
search in gliding [or Our student< and
their aeronautical cngineerin~ training is
bound to benefit from this contact with
motorless flight.

ALEx. W. C.'MERON.

a.c Glirling Flight.

on most days there is a handful of
members out at Marshall's waiting for an
opportunity for an attem pt at the Kemsley
Prize.

It is hoped that the Rolls winch will
make f1ving possible where hithCTto it has
had to be cancelled because of dangerous
aero-towing conditions. Meanwhile Ted
Warner and various members ar.e fittini!
oxygen into the Olympia and the Kranich
so that the club can frO all out in attempts
on furthel' height and long distance
records in the future.

D. R. WARD
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A new British record

The two seater out and return
goes to the Cambridge U.G.C.
Jimmy Grantham tells us what
it felt like from the back seat.

Early in the morning of the 12th
of August, Jahn Pringle, president of
oUr club. rang me up to suggest that it
was a good day to t·y aod fly to Dun
stable and back in the Krani.ch. We had
been thinking about this fljght for some
time, seeing that as yet no British two
seater out-and-return tecord had been
established. and Dunstable seemed our
obvious turning point. The distance
was far enoug-h to set up a rea,onable
figure for the initial record, and yet not
too far, under fair conditions, for a first
cross-country attempt in the Kranich.
It only remained to wait for suitable
weather.

The forecast for Friday, 12th August,
promi,ed a hot. almost cloudless r1ay
with light variable winds-ideal weather
for an out-and-return-and ,there was a
possibility of a south-west breeze later
in the day which would help us on our
way back from Dunstable. Accordinglv.
an aerotow was laid on at 'l\1arshall's
aerodrome for noon. As so oft.en hapoens
when all the preparations for a flight
like this have been carefully made. our
first attempt was a failure. After strug
gling at 2 000 feet for some time in
various weak patches of lift we landed
ignominiously after half-an-hour. but
owing to the influence of the President.
who was flving from the front seat. we
\,'ere towed ofi' again almost as soon as'
we had touched down!

ShQr'llv after releasinl!' at 1300 hour,.
I 900 feet above Mar,hall's. Pringle
handed over to me, and luckily for my
reputation we ran straight into a strong
therm'll averaging about 10 feet a
second. in which we climbed to cloud
base at 4500 feet. At this time. there

were one or two isolated, flat-looking
cumulus above Cambridge, but else
where the sky was perfectly clear. Being
unable to get higher than the base of
our particular cloud we set course for
Royston, which seemed to be the next
most likely source of thermals. Throug-h
out the flight we stu<i:k to the practice
of hopping from town to town, and
because the route to Dunstable is well
marked ifl this respect, very little map
reading was ne'cessary. This policY was
also justi,fied by the fact that we found
all our best thermals over towllS. while
the open country was very unproductive.

Over Roys.ton the controls changed
hawls several t,;mes while we searcher!
for lift. and after coming- clown to 2 000
feet, whe"e we ciebated the advisibility
of returning to Cambridg-e. we eventu
ally got back to 3700 f..et. 0111' next
objective wa, Baldoek. where the first
of many anxious moments occurred
when we sank to I 500 feet. However,
lift from the town saved us. and ove~
the triad of towns, Baldock. Letchworth
and Hitchin. which are all Quite close
together, we found a successio~ of strong
thermals which carried us to over 4000
feet three times. Then followed a
straight glide to Luton. nine miles awav,
without a ripple in the air. Althou,!!;h
we were once again down to 2 000 feet
oyer the town, it camed us no anxietv,
as ,traigh,t ahe;ld three colllmhs of smoke
from the chimneys of the V""':hall wor\s
converged and rose vertically into the
air. It W'lS a dead safe bet. and sure
enough when we got there the lift hit
JlS with a bang. The green ball reached
15 ft/sec several times in a turbulent
and exhiliarating climb. In no time at
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all we were back at 4- 400 feet and
Dunstable Downs seemed to be almost
8t our feet.

When we reached the London Glid
ing Club's site we were surprised to see
three gliders on the ground. Those on
the ground were apparently also sur
prised to see us, because we afterwards
learned that they considered it to be
unsoarable! We d~scovered the reason why
when \~~ began the regulation 360 degree
turn over the club-house. The whole
area over the site appeared to b~ one
enormous down-draught! Before we
could get away we lost I 500 feet and
were down to I 700 feet above grol,lnd.
Luton seemed much further aWay than
it was when we left it, and the chances
of getting back looked poor. At the time,
how~ver, I was much less concerned than
I ought to have been, because I was
happily taking photographs and leaving
the flying and worry to the man in the
front seat.

It was a grim struggle over Dun
stable town, where finally a small climb
of 800 feet gave us enough height to
get back over Luton. but here the town
seemed to fail us. Even the Vauxhall
works refused to help. With one eye on
Luton airport and despair in our hearts
we sank lower and lower, till the alti·
meter showed I 200 feet. This was
actually 800 feet above ground. At this
point we were somewhat relieved, to put
it mildly, to strike lift and soon climbed
to the more reasonable height of 3 400
feet above sea level. During all these
anxious moments the only support I was
able to offer was moral, but I amused
myself by picking out likely-looking land
ing places in the middle of Luton.

The situation was still not too bright,
as time was getting on and the lift was
obviou.sly getting weaker. Once ;lgain,
between Luton and Hitchin we found
nothing. Over the latter town there
seemed to be little but delayed sink,

The Cambridge Kranich coming in to land.
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and this time it really looked as though
we w,ould be forced to land. But with
the altimeter registering 800 feet-600
feet above ground-Pringle spotted smoke
rising from the railway station and circled
in it for a full six minutes without gain
ing or losing height. Gradually the lift
increased and we drew away from the
unwekome proximity of the g,round. The
thermal pet,ered OIU at 2 300 feet and
we were SOOn down to I 000 feet over
Baldock. It seemed like a case of
"this is where we came in" all over
again, but after a few tentative c.ircles in
weak stuff, Pringle found the centre of
what appeared to be a large area of
smooth, slow lift at 3 ft/sec. It ",a,s
possible to vary the rate of turn con
siderably without appreciably affecting
the rate of climb. What was still more
surprising was that lift continued steadily
to 5 000 feet, well above the tops of
our previous climbs in 1TIuch stronger
thermalS'. Looking at the map. I made
a J'apid calculation. and decided we
needed 6 000 feet to make Cambridge
in a straight glide, There was no wind
to help us, as· the expected south
westerlv had not materialized. So we
squeeze"d the last drop of lift out of
our thermal up to 5 250 feet. From
here we set course for Cambridge via
Royston, hoping that the latter might
provide a little more lift. But apart from
a few patches of no sink the air was
calm. It became a fight between the
Kranich's penetration and the distance
-twenty-two miles-to Marshall's.

Over Trumpington. at I 200 feet, it
looked pre.tty hopeless. Over Long Road
at 400 feet with two miles to go, it
looked still more hopeless. Here the
green ball gave a flick and we did a
quick circle in which as much height
was lost as was gained. There was
nothing for it bl,1t to press on and hope
for the best. It was now obvious that
nothing short of a miracle would enable
us to reach the aerodrome, but there
was still a chance of getti ng with in the
necessary I 000 metres; and there was
also a suitable field just behind the
cement works. At 100 feet with a quarter
of a mile of houses to cross 1 had visions
of ending up in someone's bedroom, but
the matter was-flOW out of my hands

}ohn Pringle in the front seat.

and I was merely a passenger sitting in
the back seat wishing he had been left
behind. However, by flying round the
last house instead of over it ("below the
top of my television mast," the house
holder said afterwards) we reached our
field and thankfliliy plumped down with
full brake, The distance from Marshall's,
measured on a six-inch map, was 950
metres!

The flight lasted exactly fOlir hours
(two hours each way) f(lf a distance of
77 miles, giving an average speed of 19
ml/hr. I think the lessons to be le.arned
are as follows;-

(a) We should have started earlier.
If we had got away at 12 o'clock or
before, we would have had less difficulty
in getting back, bec_ause there would have
been more lift about on the second half
of the trip.

(b) In cloudless, anti - cyclonic
weather, look for the lift over towns.
This is b0rne out by numerous 0ther
flights around Cambridge.

(c) Never give up hope close to the
ground, so long as there are plenty of
landing fields within reach.
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Passengers-various

by S/Ldr. E. J. Furlong, D.F.C.

It is difficult to imagine a more
interesting hobby than flying a two
seater sailplane. Apart from the fun
of the glidmg itself. the passengers form
a never-ending source of interest, de
light and amusement, often amazement,
sometimes incredulity and occasionally
anxiety.

In no other form of· sport is it
possible to give so many people their
tirst taste at a new thrill, and at the
same tinl<: be in a position to study
their reactluns, hear what they even
whisper, and occasionally feel their
clutching finger nails!

It has been my good luck to have
flown two-s.eater gliders of all types in
many pans of this country, giving in a
very large number of cases their first
glider flights to men, women and chil
dren from every possible walk of life
Royalty, Cabinet Ministers and V.I.P.'s
of all sorts down to the youngest A.T.e.
cadet, and even children of four and
five.

Broadly speaking, passengers can be
divided into four groups:

(a) The blase type of the "you
can't scare me" variety.

(b) The frightened to death type
who are apt to panic.

(c) The trusting type, who are a bit
scared but for some unknown reason
have a blind faith in the pilot (whom
they may never have seen before).

(d) The intelligent type, who are
all to conscious of what can happen (and
pray hard it won't happen during the
few minutes whilst they are aboard),
but go nevertheless as a sort of discipline
for the soul.

Type A are heart-breakers-they
know all the answers and even criticise
your efforts. I once had a young lady
of this type up hill soaring, and nothing
I did quite came up to her expectations,
so, in desperation, I said: "All right
it's all yours!" I had a terrible few
minutes, but I think it cure~h~r1-

The barograph trace of the Cambridge record flight.
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Of the B type lance had an
A.T.C. lad up on his very first trip and
the cable broke at an awkward height
over a small field-he grabbed the stick
and hung on. I'm afraid my free elbow
caught him in the ribs' harder than I
had intended, for when he woke up he
was safely on the ground. The same
breakage happened with an Air Vice
Marshal on his first trip, but he didn't
move a muscle, although he told me
afterwards he thought his time had
come-that's discipline. On another
occasion, having caught the best thermal
of the day, 1 n~alised that my lady
passenger was not happy-the ensuing
conversation revealed that she hated
flying and only agreed to ~o up to
please her father. an enthusiast.

Once, a girl, this time in the only
thennal of the day, was feeling very
sick. Aher a dozen or so circles she
said: "No, don't leave it-l know how
hard these things are to find-l don't
mind being sick."

A junior instructor, after a very long
time making up his mind-"Will you
loop me-I'm absolutely dead scared,
but 1 shall have to do it sometime ?"
Guts.

W.A.A.F. girl, after fifteen minutes
in a thermal, suddenly realising we were
going up and not down: "Tell mc,
where is the engine that keeps us up?"

Furlong in his two·seater" dragonfly"
with a young passenger.

Middle-aged lady with shopping
bag (fortunately empty) after having got
!nto the air: "And can y~~ really make
It go where you want to?

Attractive girl relation, to her sister,
after a rough flight during which she
had hung on with both hands: "1 didn't
think he was that sort of a man"-she
had a tight skirt, and the second stick
had been dashing all over the cockpit.

Girl of about fourteen, to mother,
after having been refused a flight to
gether (pointing to me): "1 don't see
why not-that man is greedy, he goes
up every time."

The fact tha.t it is easy to hear
people talking in a glider even when
1 000 or more feet up is embarrassing
at times. One day, half-way up a
launch at Kidbrooke. which is a small

.field surrounded by houses, the winch
slowed down and finally stopped. My
opinion of the winch driver and his
ancestors was apparently broadcast far
al1d wide, as I made the somewhat diffi
cult approach over the houses.

On another occasion a young lady
had asked for some aerobatics, and in a
mild way I was trying to oblige. when
she suddenly started to yell: "Don't,
don't"-1 haven't lived that down yet.

I take off my hat to Lord Pakenham,
Minister of Civil Aviation. On a visit
to the National Contests recently he
exPressed a desire to sample gliding.
While his two sons had a trip. cloud was
engulfing the field, and bv the time his
turn came visibility was 100 yards or so.

evertheless. he persisted that he would
like to );(0 if the pilot was willing. ;He
had a' blind circuit, and ~aw nothmg
whatever. until the ground came into
view at 50 feet or so. He said it was
exhilarating!

The side-by-side two-seater is way
ahead of the fore and aft type for en
joyment. In 1946 1 was helpin~ Lieu
tenant Commander Sproule by f1yin£{ his
Kranich when 1 happened to brea1< the
British two-seater height record with a
naval officer in the rear seat. He and
I held that record for twelve months,
but I've no idea what he looks like. as
1 couldn't turn round but could only
speak to him!
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The Derbyshire and Lancashire

Gliding Club

by Roger D. Dickson.

WHEN the ban on gliding was removed
in January 1946, the Derbyshire

~nd Lancashire Gliding Cl\Jb were very
fortunate in being able to start f1yin~

~traight away, This was made possible by
a small group of members who had kept
things going during the war, and had
been able' to maintain the club in working
order ul~til the A.T.C. gliding scheme
started in 1942.

To prevent enemy aircraft frolu
landing, the. flyi/lg field had been obstruct
ed by large trenches and mounds of earth.
These were filled in by the Army, who
also did a great deal (lf stone wall clearing
with their bulldozers: and with A.T.e.
winches and equipment a gliding scbQol
started to operate.

The C.O. of the school was the
club's C.F.I.. Louis Slater, who was helped
by Bernard Thomas. Gerry Smith, Benton
and Eric TayloL The har~gar had been
let to Kemsley Newspapers for the storage
of newsprint, and with a quarteT of this
cleared, there was just room for two
machines to be housed together w.ith the
winch.

The A.T.C. /lying went on until late
in 1945, and the club'-s instructors ran
several sUCCessful courses on other sites.
In between flying with the A.T.e., they
bllilt a winch on a converted 30 hp Ford
V 8 ambulance, with the drum and pay-on
beneath the driver's seat, and with a
direct drive from tJ1e back of the gear box.

The aircraft position was very poor,
but thanks to the generosity of various
people the club was able to buy several
machines very favourably. The Golden
Wren was pre,senled to the club by its
constructors Gerry Smith and Louis Slater
and, after a thorough overhaul. it was
declared serviceable. A Kirby Kite and
the Black Diamond were purchased and
put into working order.

When the ban was lifted on January
1st, 1946, the club started fly.ing right
away, and about 50 members, together
with press, newsreel and B,B.C. men
gathered on a very blegk Tuesday after
noon to see eight launches with the Kite,
and thre'e witb the G.5.

The club house and buildings were in
need of a great deal of work. Every
member set to work with a will to get the
bar opened up, and the burik-room into
commission again. The house secretary
was and still is J. S. Armstrong. He
laboured, planned, and cajoltd the Food
Office until the place was habitable.

The hangar was still half full of
paper, a.nd it was a tight squeeze tQ get
all the machines inside. In February the
club took delivery of a Cadet and training
began. At first training was only available
to power pilQts, and those with previous
/lying experience. Ab initio instruction
was not undertaken uDtil later in the year,
when a Dagling was purchased.

Two camps were held during the
year; one of these with agroup of A.T.e.
instructors from Midland Command w.ho
came to try the site. The site committee
was very busy during all th·is time and a
very comprehensive draining scheme was
started with the' object of pre'venting the
area near the hangar from becoming a
quagmire, and th.e dub house from being
flooded out every time it rained.

In 1947, the training programme
started in earnest: the Olymp'ias arTived
at long la.st, and the club obtained a
second hand German Grunau, a Tutor and
another Daghng. During the summer a
team was sent to the competitions at
Bramcote, the lirst to be held since the
war. They returned with their own
machine intact and a Swiss Spahlinger S21
two seater, which was loaned to the club
for th ree mon ths, before it had to be
ret\.lrned to Switzerland.
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Mature ,experience and strong common sense, The strength of the contest organising
Derby Club.

The whole of the hangar was finally c. very sma.1l beginning in 1946 this
cleared of paper and it is worth noting technique has been studied, and by now
chat whilst the paper was a nuisance when most of the club's pilots can recognise the
flying started, the rental received for its signs. The greatest altitude so far reached
storage during the war enabled the club is 11 200 feet by Bernard Thomas in his
to get off to a good start. Olympia. This makes him the first mem

ber of the club to get a leg of his gold C.
At the beginning of the season of f 7 f b

1948 the club had a fleet of eleven air- Heights 0 5000- 000 eet are e-
coming many and even a cadet sometimes

craft, and was really beginning to get is seen at more than 4000 feet.
ahead. The 1947 flying totals wete more During the summer of 1949, the
than double those of 1946 and this figure club organised the National Gliding
has shown a steady increase eve,r since. Contests: 28 machines competed and
Two great improvements to the site were P. Wills won. During the late summer
made in 1948: the first was the install- the new ab initio training technique was
ation of running water (from taps) in the introduced. This is based on intensive
club, and the other, the smoothing of the two seater training ir! the new tandem
hill top on the north-west edge to allow two seater, followed by hops and circuit.
bungy launching without having to tow in the Cadet. As yet it is early to judge
machines back each time. At the end of how successful this method is but it seems
the year membeTship ha.d risen to 130. to be a. winner. It is being studied with

1949 has been a year during which l/:reat interest, as it may well be the solut-
development of wave soaring has been ion of how to reduce crashes and produce
che chief feature of the flying side. Prom better pilots.
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Midland Gliding Club

by Charles WingfieJd.

WE daim that the Midland Gliding
Club has everything. Its only dis

advantage is that it's like the South Pole
··-hard to get to, and somewhat remote
from large cC1ltres of population, and ·the
locals. like the sub-pelagi<: penguin, are
not in the least interested in getting air
borne!

Our hangars, dormitory, and simple
but adequate club-room are getting fairly
well-known through the numerous camps
held every year since the war; likewise
the valient efforts by Mrs. Jarrett a,nd her
daughteT lo feed hortles of hungry people
w;th smaller and smaller rations. We can
sleep up to 20, but normally restrict camps
to 16; what is the largest number fed in
" day; history does not relate! A recent
improvement is a wind-driven electric
lighting plant, by covrtesy of Messrs.
Lucas, who are giving an endurance test
to a new model. So next year we shall
be able to flood-light those curious
individuals who, not content with aviation
by day must needs sleep airborne at night
on the hangar roof!

The Club fleet of aircraft is a
Slingsby, type Daisy, two-pew, Eon
Olympia, Kirbv Kite, Eon Babv and two
Tutors; a Prefect is prO\risionally ordered
for the spring. Fom aircraft are privately
owned. Club subscription is £5 5 0,
'1'1d £4 4 0 for cQeuntry members.
Total membership is about 75.

1946 was fOf us an exasperating
year; the' weather was good, but with only
nne club aircraft and' occasional use of
Gracias and other privately owned ones
we had mainly to watch other people fly.
And how thev did fly that year! During
June the C.U.G.C. and half the private"
Owners in England visi,ted us for a camp
which will alway.s lhre in our memories.
1'1 th,t fortnight was born the B.B.C. and
the first English CUlllulus Congestus
how Illany of us were there really in it?

A.C.D. having half an 'hour in a Kad'et
before breakfast. Bira flyi,n g to thlt East
Anglian coast-and a few miles back to an
aerodrome, so that his final distance was
iust under 300 Kilometres. Wills break
ing the British altitude record, and Bira
aq;ain going to 13 000 feet. Kit Nicholson,
Greig and Steve and others light-heartedly
flying to all points of the compass.

Later in that year Wingfie1d flew
Gracias to Redhill, climbing to 8 000 feet
a.m.s.!. en route. (To those who don't
know. Gracias appears in the Stud-book
as .. !C;rbv Kite by Wingfield out of
Northern Ireland.") In a camp in Sept
em ber a Falcon III and others dim bed in
a wa\le to between 8 500 and 9 500 feet;
and Bira attem pted to break the duration
record. reaching 3 000 feet above the hill
in a thermal-just aftcr midnight!

Six hundred hours flying or more
must have been done on the Mynd that
vear. In 1947 we began to get club
flying going. with Gracias (now owneq
by the club) and a Tutor to start with;
later another Tutor and Olympia arrived,
~ nd the Slin gsby two-seater just before
Christmas. We convcrted some power
pilots and trained a few ab-initioo. We
entertained some visitors from Czecho
slovakia with their Krajanek and nad some
enjoyable camps, with Donald Greig
rounding off the season with a flight
home to Redhill at the end of one of
them. The rank and file were doing the
flying now, as well as the cxperts.

1948 produced a total of 1550 hours,
what with the Cambridge Club, visitors
from all over England, and the A.T.e.
One week-end in June we did 134~ hours
f1yinlg, wi~h a record of 72{ hours on the
Sunday with 10 aircraft. The total for
the week 19·27th June, was 341 hours
40 mins. The main impression of that
year is the extraordillarv succession of
standing waves which app~ared during the
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Autumn; this merits an article to itself,
and perhaps Dr. Slater could be persuaded
to write it. Waves occurred again during
January and March 1949~ culminatin~ in
a cross-country of 100 mdes and a cll.lllb
to 13 500 feet on wave-lift:.

In 1949 we fed that we have begun
to settle down. In the first 11 mOr\ths
1 0'78 hours have been flown, including
660 hours by the Club fleet. Launches
by Club aircraft totalled 1530. A substan·
tial amount of training has been done in
two-seater (590 launches and 202 hours
flying) resulting in a small crop of certi·
ficates. Cambridge Club, with other
visitors, came twice (and at the time of
wriring are on the Mynd again in quest of
waves and the Kemsley winter prize.)
Three Club camps were run, and the
A.T.C. spent 4 or 5 weeks with us. The
weather of the year was staggering, and
favoured beginners and e;xperts. with a
period of thermal weather in June and
,Tuly which \vas heavenly in its uplift. A
fair ~mount of cross-country flying was
done, mainly by Wingfield and Ince, who
totalled 530 miles, with another 175 miles
of circular tours and out -and-returns (or
almost !). Other aircraft did 400 miles.
The Gloucester and Bristol Clubs were
visited by air, but Camphill remained
unapproachable due to finger trouble by
Wing-field and a cold by Ince. Two
Olympias made tbe flight to Staverton the
same afternoon, and next day Ince flew
back-a five hour ground against the
wind. On August 9th, Ince 6nished off
his Gold C (with a Diamond for luck)
with a 193 mile goal flight to Caister-on'
Sea, beating the British goal-flight record.
The flight-plan was roade two days
previously. The shortest c.ross-country
had several distinctions: the vertical
distance exceeded the horizontal, and as
for che retrieve, nobody concerned will
forget it. least of all our hostess who
arrived home to find one sailplane,
assorted cars and trailers and many hungry
bodies littering drawing-room, lawn and
paddock. Wally Kahn learnt alJ about
rationing horses.

. Three things hamper Ollr further
development. The worst is the apathy,
which is appalling when one conside1's the
great population of the area from which
we draw our members. Nobody seems

interested in learning to fly; the well-to-do
are busy trying to remain well-to-do, and
the young generation cannot (or t~ink
they cannot) afford it; e)(-SerVIce pIlots
are not noticeably interested. The flow of
new members is the tiniest trickle, subject
to long periods of drought.

This year apart from camps we have
had a total of 20 ab-initio members under
training. One got his A, another his C,
and five got A, B, and C; one of these
went solo at Easter and now flies Olympia
with 30 hours to his credit. Three or
follr hardly ever turned up, and the re
mainder are under more or less active
training. 65 Club members flew 808
hours in tbe first 11 months of 1949, but
ten pilots accounted for half of this total,
and only 12 members flew 20 hours or
more or on 20 days or more. The app
alling crashery of this year partly accounts
for this, but not enti ,rely, for aircraft
utilisation figures show that there is flying
waiting for anybody who wants it.
Crashery was mainly due to temporary
members who bent the Eon Baby,
virtually wrore-off a Tutor (an A.T.C.
Instructor, this) and flew the Olympia
into the anI y set of power wires for miles
and miles, nearly writing off the pilot as
well as the aircraft. A club member put
the Olympia uls for 7 weeks. The basic
trouble is that the Long Mynd is 60 miles
away from where most of our members
bve, and the supplementary petrol ratior.
only allows them to make about three
journeys to the Club pu month.

We are quite convinced that training
entirely with a two-pew is the only possible
way, it is the quickest method as well as
tne safest and produces a better pilot at
the end. No pupIl is sent solo until he
is c.onsidered fit to fly solo-a monumental
thought which the gliding movement has
been slow to arrive at! One pupil went
solo after 15 flights totalling 3hrs 50 mins
dual in 10 flying days. Another after 12
flights for 4i hours dual in 7 flying days.
Both took their C on the ne)(t sllitable
soaring day. Several pilots joined tempor
arily for a camp, and wen,t home with A,
B, and C. The only disadvantage of a
two-pew on a hill-soaring site is that on a
busy day it is well-nigh impossible to
give some pupils what they need-endless
circuits and landings. The launching-crew
look daggers!
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The magnificent Mynd. This photograph was taken .by Donald Greig.

in 1948, sagging under the weight of an
enormous parcel. We found it contained
what is probably the finest and most
handsome trophy yet presented for
gliding, a trophy to be awarded annl,lalIy
to the pilot making the longest distance
flight from the Long Mynd. It is an
eagle mounted on a hemisphere, wings
outspread, of the most supub workman
ship in silver. It was made to his spedal
order in Siam. For 1948 it goes to
Charles Wingfield, and for 1949 to David
Ince. In both years the C.U.G.C. were
the runners-up.

We've got something here-British
altitude record, British duration record,
British goal-flight record beaten; one
distance flight over 300 Kilometres and
one just under; four climbs of over 3000
metres iUld three more just under. Who's

Bira arrived in his Gemini one day coming to have some more?
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Owing to the infrequency with which
members can come to the Mynd, we have
plenty of room for new members, trained
or untrained. During winter we Ay at
week-ends only; in summer, what with
camps etc., there are relatively few good
days missed. One of our great activities
is the running of nine day camps during
the summer; their number is only limited
by the difficulty of catering and of finding
an instructor; for all Club instruction is
done by a FOster of volunteers. The only
paid servant of the Club is Teddy Proll,
OUr altogether admirable G.E. Last year
we charged £14 for board and lodging,
temporary membership, insurance against
crash liability and all the Hying you can
get; our visitors seem to enjoy a holiday
on the Long Mynd even if they are un
lucky with the weather.



Scottish Gliding Union

by Andrew Thorburn.

FEW of the active glider pilots in
. Scotland nowadays can remember the
efforts of the pioneers in the area.
Legends of Perey Pilcher and his flying
contraptions, which were to be s.een in
action near Dumbarton, mean nothing to
the post-war enthusiast. -

Long after Pilcher had become but a
memory, the German successes brought a
rush of clubs to Scotland-over 40 clubs
and 2000 members, in 1930. Lack of
proper sites, instruction and experience,
resulted in a win for Scotland's .. dry
stane dykes" which were chiefly re
sponsible for the piles of wrecked gliders
and clubs in 1932. One hefty primary
launch into one teR acre field will not go,
and the owners of moors and deer forests
could see no common denominator
between grouse and gliders.

PHASE: U
In 19H a few diehards from

Edinburgh, Falkirk, Glasgow and Stirling
clubs, met and united further effons and
equipment in an attempt to keep going.
Under the guidance of J. W. Gardiner
and E. T. H. Godfrey, gliders were re
built in the old Stirling Ice Factory, and
a new site was found in the Campsie Hills
near Fintry.

In 1936 the gliders wereairborn
again but only for short hops dQwnhill
giving durations of approximately 90
seconds. Graham and Crawford of the
old Glasgow club now played an active
part, while Dooald and Johnny Campbell
of the Dumbarton group brought along
a Hols glider which had previously
belonged to Dudley Hiscox of the London
club.

PHASE: III

In the meantime, in 19n, a new
group named the Fife Gliding Club had
been started by A. J. Thomburn of
Kirkcaldy, a member of the Yorkshire
Gliding Club. He owned a Falcon I in

which he completed the first soaring
flights at a Scottish site-at Bishop Hill
overIooking that mecca of t[Qut fishermen,
Loch Leven. The hill proved most
successful and the Falcon regul'Hly
climbed to 3 000 feet above the point of .
la unch on the hill top,

Press publicity brought this to the
notice of the group at Fintry, and
Thornburn was invited to fly at that site.
Fintry was proved however, to be totally
unsuited to soaring, so the equipment
there was shifted to Bishop Hill and the
Scottish Gliding Union Ltd came into
being. .

1938 saw the erection of a hangar
and clubrooms and work started afresh,
with Thornburn, Rogerson and Gardiner
in command. Training and summer
holiday courses were run, and the first all
Scottish C was taken in a nacelie Dagling
by Alex, Aitken of Buckhaven, Fife. Ann
Douglas, Bill Murray, Shaw, Wordsworth
and Davies-all from English clubs,
sampled the hill lift and found it very
fine indeed.

Then came Hitler. In order to
repay all loans, the club was almost
ef1tirely sold up in 1940.

PHASE: IV.

When all the others had left to take
part in the international scuffle, Rogerson
and Gardiner, who had served in the
14-18 fracas, found themselves left with
the job of maintaining the slender thread
of the S.G. V's existence during the war
years, and so well did they do it that
although C"erything was gone, at least
there was a credit balance in the bank
small though it was.

Right at the post-war start however,
Rogerson due to his wife's death, and
his own state of health, had to give up
his efforts, and so in May 1946, Thorburn
found himself scraping together ten pre
war enthusiasts, and holding the cash
balance of £17 due to the S.G.V.
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By sacrificing personal savings, that
small group of ten, in sums varying from
£5 to £200, loaned enough to the re-born
S.G.U. to purchase a Cadet, a tow truck
and other equipment, and after complet
ing an arfange!T,ent with McDonald
Aircraft of Balado Airfield, five miles east
of Bishop Hill, a new start was made with
the training of the rapidly expanding
mem bership.

At this point, in 1947, the Kemsley
Flying Trust was successfully approached
for a loan, and the club policy was
immediately cxpanded to include training
of a much larger group, and the running
of sUinmer holiday courses. All primary
work to B stage was done by the solo
method using a Dagling and later an S.C.
38 obtained through the B.G.A. Cadets
and Tutors were used at Balado for
circuiting and also for C tests and soaring
at Bishop Hill. The latter site being in a
very primitive condition, a great deal of
road work had to be done on the track
up the back of the hill. Early in 1948,
~. Fordson tractor was obtained and that
made what would have been a doubtful
approach to the hill top in winter, an
absolute certainty. Much has still to be
done to make the road an easy ascent for
ordinary cars.

The main centre of activity is at
Balado. where the post-war dubrooms are
shared with Loch Leven Aero Club. By
mutual arrangement, a member of either
club can fly the machines of the other,
without paying further subscriptions, so
that for three guineas, the S.G.U.
members can fly both glider and power
planes.

The fact that a Tiger was available,
several S.G.U. members are qualified
power pilots and an Eon Baby was
delivered in January, made it quite simple
to introduce aero-towing at Balado in
1949. Although nothing spectacular has
been achieved in this line, many S.G.U.
members are now qualified to tow and
be towed.

Among the highlights of the past
iour years, first came the aero display laid
on at Balado in 1946 by McDonalds', the
Loch Leven Aero Club and the S.G.U.
As well as the usual glider demonstrations
we saw the Kite 1I. aero towed for the
first time.

Then came the day in December
1947, when Tom Davidson, now our
mainstay as primary instructor, took his
C at Balado, in an almost stationary
soaring flight of 15 minutes, by hanging
on to the lower extremities of what was
later proved to be a wave lift off the
Ochils. Half an hour later Thorburn was
whisked up in the full force of this to
3 500 feet whete the usual roll type cloud
was met, and lenticular seen much higher.
The general area of smooth lift was noted,
and cold and gathering dusk made it
necessary to bring the Tutor out of the
rising air, to return in 25 minutes to the
darkened all'field. So a standing wave
over Balado and from the Ochils, was
first used by gliders in 1947, (December).

Olympia, Loch Leven and Bishop's Hitl.

In July and August of 1948, we
learnt a lot from tl)e visit of Messrs.
Cocheme, lvanoff and Rice, with two
Olympias, the Camel, and Jack Rice's
Tiger Tug. Unfortunately, at that time
of the year the met conditions suitable
for the' wave' did not appear, and only
on one occasion did Cocheme have a
nibble at the wave over Dollar. The

(cont. 011 page 67)
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Sounds Easy
To encourage those who hesitate

to seek gold in cloud.

Saturday, July 16th was one of the
days-so obviously so that there was
nearly at least one nasty accident on the
roads to Redhill.

The news on arrival was depressing.
QBL However, by the time the Olympia
was rigged and inspected Larne had
persuaded the Powers to allow slope
soaring-but, of course, no cloud flying in
the wne. Muttering darkly about the
nearest edge of the control zone three of
us made hurried departures to the hill.
\Vith the usual indecision we all went in
different directions. Time about 15 30.

From here on the flight became
unique in that everything went according
to plan. The fumble along to Guildford
at maximum speed and minimum height
provided only one nasty moment, and the
very next thermal put the control zone
safely behind.

There were enormous clouds building
up slightly north-west, with smaller ones
on the way. The first of these made a
nice stepping stone up to 6 000 feet.
Th e short hop across to the side of the
big stuff was spent trying to remember the
pleasanter parts of the somewhat lurid
cunim stories published for our edification.

Quite soon lift was met and proved
smooth and steady-about 11 ft sec. This
continued up to 11 000 feet where it
petered out, still quite gently. Hurried
mental maths seemed to indicate that a
few more feet were required for g-old C
height, so course was set vaguely south
west with the idea of coming out and
looking at the cloud. Lift was again met
before reaching the edge. Once more the
whole process was repeated, with symp
toms of frustration becoming evident
when for the second and then third time
perfectly good lift petered out--or was
lost.-at 11 000 feet or just over. The
last climb was enlivened by hail, the moral
effect of which was not impro\1ed by the
quick look out of the window which it
inspired. Everything was covered in

a thick layer of nice, smooth ice. As it
seemed to make no difference the window
was firmly shut again. Surprisingly it
was not cold inside.

This time we broke cloud. The view
was awe inspiring as the little patch of
clear air was completely surrounded by
towering tops. They all looked equally
impressive so the nearest was selected.
Quite soon the green ball popped smartly
to the top of the tube and stayed there,
apart from a few short lapses to + 15 or
so. There was more hail and rather more
turbulance, but this time no frustration.
(The rate of climb proved to be about
19 feet sec for 4600 feet and over 24 for
the last 1500 feet).

The question of. oxygen was just
beginning to get acute when the problem
was solved by arri~'al at the top of the
lift at 14600 feet indicated (14760
A S L). As on previous occasions, there
were no alarming manifestations-+ 20
became -20 for a few moments and then
steadied to a more sedate descent. The
usual south-west course soon found the
edge of the cloud. The view was magnifi
cent, with a large clear space stretching
conveniently awa,! towards Redhill, and
clouds of every size and shape scattered
about in great profusion. Away to the
north-east there was a very handsome
anvil growing out of the main mass of
cloud over London.

However, the failure of British
Oxygen to provide a bottle plus a sudden
longing for tea, soon overruled any ideas
of trying to go higher and course was set
at high speed for home. The ice seemed
to add about 3 ft/sec to the normal rate
of ~ink but had no other effect, until it
melted at 7 500 feet. At this stage the
A.S.I. packed up for a short time, and
the wing seefliled to be falling off in large
chunks-most ala·rming. The flight back,
about 37 miles, took 35 minutes including
3 minutes circling, and was the wrong
side of cross wind.
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Lesson~ learnt.
(I) Big clouds are frequently easier to fly

in than small ones. It is the con
sidered opinion of the American
thunderstorm research team that'the
chief danger in Cunim is mental
rather than physical, and toat this
can be overcome by enlightenment,
proper training and experience.
Turbulence, hail and lightning are not
in themselves considered particularly
dangerous.

(:) Before flying in large clouds be quite
certain that you can fly out of them
in approximately the direction you
wish. A descent over London during
that afternoon's storm would have
been hazardous. This means a
working knowledge of the multitude
of evil habits possessed by the mag
netic compass. The other instruments
are relatively easy.

(<<mt. fnlm page 65")
adventures of this party however, proved
that slope soaring was within five miles of
Balado in any wind direction, a.nd could
be reached provided an aero-tow start
...ias used.

Contact with the wave system has
again been made this year. First by
l\orman Manclark who got his silver C
height with a climb to nearly 6 000 feet
o\'er toe same beat as that first used by
Thornburn in 1947.

What would seem to be the second
wave of the system was used by Alex.
Fyffe during his five hour endurance
flight at Bishop Hill. While on this trip,
he flew up-wind from the hill face, towards
Balado and up-wind of a long cumulus
rart of the customary cloud layout found
,,"ith the wave, which seemed to be oper
ating, he met with the widespread lift
expected. Twice he cleared silver C
height but had to finish his five hour
duration trip with the usual slope soaring.
Hal Thorburn also strained the seat of his
pants with a five hour spell in a Cadet.
So gradually the list of achievements
builds up and we. hope to accelerate as we
go.

Few of the old timers are left now,
with A. J. Thorburn, Parker, Wm. and
Dorothy Lawson, filling many capacities in
club life. J. ,"T. Gardiner now domiciled

(3) Oxygen shQuld be fitted to gliders
which are likely to be flown U"Ilder
these conditions. The chance to go
higher does not occur often.

(4) By maximum use of good clouds very
high cross country speeds can be
achieved.

(5) Instruments are essential, good ones
highly desirable. The details of
types and so on is largely a matter of
taste; but (and this is rank heresy
and will probably be censored) the
great essential for cloud flying is to
get thoroughly instrument minded
as soon as possible.

R. H. Garnett. (Capt.).

Surrey G. C.

in London is a member of the B.G.A.
Council.

Present operations are fairly orthodox
in style in that;
(a) Solo primary training to B stage at

Balado, uses S.G.38 Cadet and
winches.

(b) Slope soaring, C tickets, silver C
duration and height at Bishop Hill.

(c) Advanced pilots convert to aeto
towing at Balado.

We also have a group of members
from the Aberdeen-Inverness area, who,
finding travel difficult, are farming a
nucleus to run a subsidiary site on an air
field near Banff, under the guidance of
Gavin Wilson.

New blood to the executive is
already proving its worth, and Secretary,
David Hendry, and Treasurer, Peter
laBarre, are finalising details for the
pmvision of a two-seater and another'
Olympia. Alex Fyffe and Geo. Whyte
are two more of the newer members to do
a lot more than the average share 'in
keeping the club ticking over, while our
new scribe Sandy Milne, with his vitriolic
brand 0.£ humour in the dub news sheet,
keeps, everyone up to scratch.

So the situation with the S.G.U. at
the moment, is in tere-st;ing, and prospects
for the future-quite bright.
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Nearest Club to London.

Details from Secrew·ry.

Training flights 2/6 each. Sailplanes

10/6 per hour.

Ab initio training on two-seater with
experienced qualified instructors.

Five fully equipped sailplanes for

cross-country flights.

Weekday flying. Link trainer.

Subscription £6 6 O.
Entrance £::. :; o.

CLUBGLIDING

Redhill Aerodrome_
. The Airport Portsmouth

No Entrance Fee.
Full Flying Membership £5 5 O.
Particulars may be obtained from the
Hon. Secretary:-

Miss Audrey ]ohnson,
36 Forton Road, Gosport, Hants.

SCOITISH GLIDING UNION

Training, Soaring and Aero-towing
at Balado Airfield and Bishophill.
Subscription £3 3 O.

Entrance Fee £1 1 O.
Holiday Courses for Non-members in

April-~July and August.
For full particulars write to :
The Honorary Secretary:
Balado Aidield, Milnathort, Kinross.

THE , SURREY
PORTSMOUT.H GLIDING CLUB

THECOSIM
VARIOMETER

TAKES PRIDE OF PLACE ON ALL SAILPLANE INSTRUMENT PANELS

COBB-SLATER
RUTLAND STREET

INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
MATLOCK



BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB

Ab initio training at LII5g3te, BrUto!.
HiIl.soaring at Roundway Hill, Devizes.

Fleet of 8 aircraft including Olympia
and Slingsby Two-seater.

MINIMUM SuhsaiPQons * * *
::: C ::: MAXIMUM Facilitiu

::: A series of Summer Holiday
Gliding Courses for beginners will be
conducted weekly during the Summer
of 1950. Write for details and

available dates.

We conUalJy invite membership.

Write :-BRISTOL GLlDING ..cLUB,
102 Coombe Lane,

TeI: 81790 BRISTOL, 9.

SLINGSBY SAILPLANES LTD.
Designers a.nd Ma.nu.fa.cturers of

SAILPLANES AND GLIDERS
Full Range of Briti5h Training Types nQw
in Production for Leadiug Organisations.
KIRB¥ CADET, KIRBY TUTOR
Standard Reserve Command Trainers.

SLINGSBY PREFECT Supersedes types
of foreign origin as the leading club

intermediate sailplane.

SLINGSBY GULL IV High performance
British sailplane of accepted merit.

SLINGSBY SEDBERGH (T21B)
Two-seater dual trainer with wide repu
tation for excellent performance and
handling qualities. Used by all leading
clubs, Reserve Command R.A.F., and

foreign gliding organisations.

Sole Distribu.tors:

SLINGSBY SAILPLANES LTD.
KIRBYMOORSIOE, YORKS.

ON SITE REPAIR
AND OVERHAUL SERVICE

Save the cost of transport and overhead
charges by having repairs and overhauls

carried out on your site.
Don't flirt with a decrepit or sick glider.

Call in the Glider Doctor.
12 years inspection and overhaul experi

ence on 50 types.
A.R.B. and B.CA. approved

D. CAMPBELL
clo London Gliding Club,

TRING ROAD, DUNSTABLE.

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB LTD.
The Long Mynd, ShropshiN!.

Telephone No. Linley 206.

Ab initio training to high-performance
soaring. Club fleet of six aircraft.
Resident Ground Engineer. Catering and

.dormitory accommodation.
New members ·can be accepted; particulars
from the Hon. Sec. :-F. G. Batty, F.e.A;,
2 Lombard St. West, West Bromwich,

Staffs.

THE DERBYSHIRE AND
LANCASHIRE GLIDING CLUB

Campbill, Great Hucklow,
Nr. Tideswell, Derby.

Telephone: Tideswell 207.
Full soaring facilities ill the Club Beet of
training, secondary and high performance
sailplanes.
Training for beginners a speciality. The
latest 2-seater instruction technique and
expert instructors ensures thorough tuition
in every stage.
The Clubhouse is fully ucenced with
catering. sleeping and bar facilities.
Resident Stewarrl and Stewardess.

Subscription £6/6/· per annum.
Entrance Fee £2/2/

Associate Members (Non-flying)
£1111- per annum. No Entrance Fee.



ROYAL AIR

When you qualify for your wings it shows
that the Royal Air Force has a high opinion
of your mental and physical qualities. It is
from among young men like you that the
R.A.F. will choose its future leaders. That
is why all Pilots and Navigators considered
suitable are guaranteed commissions before
starting their flying and officer training
subject to satisfactory completion of the
course. This leads to promotion-high
promotion if yOll are worthy. Age limits
17~-24 (exceptionally 25)·

There are also special opportunities for
certain qualified Pilots, NavigatorJ and Sig
natters above the age limits for direct CIItry.

Learn to fly in the

FORCE

in the R.A.F.·.

and be tralined to lead !
·To···,'······AiR···;.;iNlsT·Ry·,····DE·p;::..···G:·c:·C··viCTO·P:y..··Ho·use..···j(iNG·SWAY:..·LO·NDoN":···w:c:i

* St1Uf ddails of l f) dircr.t mlr)' to Flying Braudl (2)' special JChnllu for tx-/nwts and naz,igalor.f.
(gil.-c Illa-jOlu lmu.-) (3) special ScltfmlS /01 ,.t-signal/els.

NAME.

ADDRESS.

AGE
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